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Abstract. A constructive method for abstract algebraic software specification is presented, uhc~e 
the operations are not implicitly specified by equations but by an explicit re,:ursion on the 
generating operatrons of an algebra characterizing the underlying d;lta structure. The underlying 
algebra isself may be equationally specified since we cannot assume that all data structures uill 
correspond to free algebras. This implies that we distinguish between generating and defined 
operations and that the underlying algebra has a mechanism of well-iounded decomposition w.r.t. 
the generating operations. We show that the explicit specification of operations using so-called 
structural recursive schemata offers advantages over purely equational specifications, especially 
ccincerning the safeness ok enrichtnents, the ease of semantics description and the \cparJtlc-,n 
hctween th[s underlying data s;:ructure and the operations defined on it. 
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1 JO H./L\. Klaeren 
Introduction 
When we consider software modules, it is obvious that they consist of two main 
components: the data part and the operation part. An abstract software specification 
should therefore also consist of a specification of some abstract data types (or data 
structures) and an abstract specification of operations. According to modern pro- 
gramming methodology, an abstract data type is not a collection of mere sets but 
of sets together with distinguished basic operations. 
An abstract data type specification will therefore, in principle, be of the form 
{S. 1. A). where S is a set of sorts or t)jpes (which are names for carrier sets), ,V a 
5ct of operations symbols over S and J a set of &firzitio~s for 1. The various 
approaches to abstract software specification differ essentially only in 4. Objects 
like (S. 2) happen to be familiar to mathematicians: they are many-sorted 
sigrzatltres determining categories Alg+,, of S-sorted JC-algebras. It is therefore 
legitimate to consider abstract data type specifications a\ prcsenrationc fol 
algebras and to apply well-known results of universal algebra to data type 
specification problems. 
From the algebraic point of view the most obvious approach is to take for A a 
Iret E of universally quantified equations between S-terms. spec = (S, Ir, E) deter- 
mints the; .; ciltegory Algspec which is also called an tdgebmic rxuiuf~ ;wci which 
has always an initial algebra T,,,,,, the abstract data type identified by spec. 
Alccbraic ixieties have convenient mathematical properties: their uce for abstract 
ThcrlA are i~o fundamentr;l questions to he A~ci about specification methods: 
the question of adequxyv and the question of re/inbilit_v. It was first pointed out t,>s 
M:tj\ter [-Ii). So] that the adeyuncy of equational specifications can hc doubted, \incu 
certain simple data tvpes are not finitely specifiable without so-called ‘hidden 
function-s’. Kamin [36] gave a formal franiewcxk for the cliit?i/Uilc~~* question and 
1%.x@-it and Tucker [ 1. 3j showed that \\.ith a limited numtwr cd’ ‘hidden functions‘, 
t’t t’r\ wniputddc data t>‘pc” ii finitely 4pecifiat,lc. 
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ant consequences on previously defined operations or the set of possi’- ;e data. At 
worst, Tspec breaks down to a one-element algebra. 
The question of adequacy that was quoted above iri a purely semantic context 
can also be asked with a pragmatic aspect: does the axiomatic technique allow to 
specify abstract data types such as they are, without artificial additions., unrealistic 
constraints or other peculiarities? Some cautious doubts seem to be well suited. It 
occurs, for instance, rather frequently that elements of data types have an obser:;able 
structure which is reflected by structural operations such as constructors which 
generate new elements (possibly using old ones), selectors which give access to 
components of structured objects and indicators which identify the last constructor 
which hiis contributed to the generation of a specific data object. It is a rule that 
data types which do have constructors are inductively generated by these; all other 
c:perations can then be defined by their effect on terms build up with constructors. 
Iiowe~e‘r, with the axiomatic approach all q)erations have equ:ll rights; it is not 
possible to distinguish a priori generaling md d@bzed operaiions. In fact. thi\ is ant’ 
reason for the problems Ah enrichments or extensions mentioned More. It is. WI 
the other hand, quite usual to insist on a generation principle for data types as 
described above: first we can prove theorems by induction and then KC’ can define 
operations bq a recursion on constructor terms. 
IMinguishing between generating and defined operations. a data type becomes 
a special case of a sc>ftware module consisting of a structural cornporten~ describing 
the underlying data :-\nd a funchzal cowportent defining ? he admis!llble operation\ 
of the data type. T“lis ;t!lth(>r ihinks that we should keep these xo aspcct~ as 
W~WW~. constructors should be the first. basic thing if WC. design a data type; only 
afterwards u‘t’ sbl)uld think of defined operations. For recur;,ively defined opcr;lti~~n~. 
MY prller tcj make the rocursivc definition explicit rather than coding it into some‘ 
set of equations. Our specifications therefore art‘ of the form 6. ?Y. E ; t >, whtxc 2 
is now the set of constructors, E (if non-empty) describes their propertie3 etch as I 
commutativity, associativity and the like) and possible relations between st’vcral 
constructors (such as one being inverse to the other 1. C is a set of certain rccwsiorz 
st*hermta for the definition of operations. These schemata arc hmfru~:fiw ciefirliticms 
tx.x~us~ they suggest a deterministic method for actually computing the application 
of the opt”r,ttions to some arguments, ufhich is not truei equations. Lo~kx [16. 171 
and Nourani [ 531 Aso vigorouslv argue for constrwtive operation detinition~. 0~ 
spwitications ha\*c a lot in coninion with Loeckx’s sptxitktitions: M’c;: need ilot cat’t‘ 
dwut cofisistt‘nc\~ and completeness [30, 3 l] 0f the c)pcratir,n dtzfinitions: in par- 
ticul;tr, the c’flriC~lnlL‘nt/c‘Xt~flsiclfl problcrn does not exist in either of thcsc IU’O 
;rppro:tchcs, (St’ction 10 contains a comparison of these t\+‘o apprc;ac*h :s. ) 
Iic’cur~ic*t’ dcfiniticjns c;~us,c nc) probltztn if the structural cornpoi~t’nt c:f the d:~tli 
type corresponds to a term algebra, but this is not always ti-.c cam. In the clthcr 
cast;‘s the useful properties of the term algebra-. s;tructural induction an? rccursioIi--- 
are recovered by certain K+ell-foutujed decmnposition rnappiqp [ 1 1 ! v?iiich indicate 
llc~,+~ an clement of an algebra can be gcncrated by the constructors. Dccctnipo~itim 
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mappings can be considered as a combination of the indicators and selectors men- 
t ioned before. 
Note that we do not question the usefulness of equational or axiomatic specifica- 
tions: they are quite valuable in the early stages of a specification development 
process when we only have some ideas about operation properties but are yet unable 
to describe them constructively. However, when a specification is more and more 
refined and developed, we must keep in mind that we probably aim at an implementa- 
tion where we must of course eventually give algorithms. So axiomatic definitions 
have to be replaced step by step, as our insight into the problem grows, by 
constructive specifications. The present paper therefore not only studies the theory 
of constructive specifications but also gives a formal environment for proving that 
a constructive specification implements an axiomatic one. 
1. Decomposition algebras 
WC must assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of (many- 
\ortcd) universal algebra. Otherwise, introductions to this field can be found. e.g.. 
in [27-29,413 J. We start this section by briefly fixing some notations. 
Let w denote the set of nonnegative integers, for r1 F w define [n] := (0, 1,. . . . 11). 
cspccially [O] :=z $9. For sets A, B let B” denote the sets of total mappings, [A + B] 
the \t’f of partial mappings from A to B. If S is a set, then an S-indexed family of 
\t_!t\. ih = (./-2‘1,. + is called an S-set. The elements of S are also called sorts, and A 
cI~~ .horted set. For a firlite word w c .S*, MI = s, . . . s,,, detine A”’ := A‘1 X - - - X A‘Y 
:I’ i\ ;t kinglcton set. where F c .S* *. 1s the empty word; u’t’ denote the single elenwnt 
of A’ by ( 1. if A and B are S-sets, a mapping f: A -+ B is called sort-preserciyq 
(or :UI S-mapping) if it can be represented as a family f= (f’.: A’-+ B‘),, ,+ 
Any mathematical construction between S-sets in the present paper should be 
understood as its sort-preserving analogue. unless the contrary is stated. For a set 
S of \ort\. the eltment~ of 13 S) := S* X S are called the &rit~d sorts o_f S. A pait 
sig = (S. A’) is catted a rigrr~~f~rru if 1 is a 1>(S)-st.st. 2-“‘.” is called the set of cpmtim 
.rvrirbrd.s in Z with arity MI :tnd fargcf sort s. H_.ct 2“” :-- I_),, , .\+ Y.“. For an S-set 
,a\. It’ 4 S* and s t S. define O~S”‘.‘~( A) := { f : ,-\ ” -+ A’), the wt of optwtiom on A. 
Spcci;rl opcr:lti~~n\ ;lrc’ t hc proje(*tiotz.s n-:( : .*I ” --, .,-\ ‘1 for 1%’ =s, . . . s,, 6: S” and i t- [ IZ 1. 
Cth $3 (1,. . . , (I,,) = II,. W 1 c also ~~110~ a dqcncr;~te pro.jection 3,: : A” -+ A’ with 
z,,( ri,. . . . . II,, 1 = ( 1. 
It sig T :.S. L.’ ) i\ ‘1 4gn:ttuI.c. then :i sig-:@hr;t A ih an S-sc>t .-\ togcthcr 1% ith 
opt’r:ltions I;‘, G: Op\‘” ” (r-1) for (-‘vcrv F-’ CL ”“.“. If S :s obvious, \Vt‘ also !qXak of 
;! 2-++r:t If z1 * I\ finite. wca ;tlso Lvt-ite A = (/-I; F’,“!.’ ‘, . . . , F),“~~.‘,~‘). 
W ~twm~c’ that the reader kncl\fs the notions of homomorphism. sut~algcbra, 
i C’hC’l. ~ ~~*nt’r:ltinr~ \ct. free :ll~cbr;l imcf sso on. The sul~~~lgebra of A gcneratcd I+, .- 
! .4 i\ cfcn~tcd 1,. 2. whcrc .t 9s the ciosurc~ of S under the opcr:itions cut’ 2‘. 
1 hc I~~~I()u illg f:lcts ;trc ~~~cli-kn~~~~n from universal algebra: 
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The class of all sig-algebras together with the class of all homomorphisms forms 
a category Algsi,. 
Lemma 1.1 (Unique extension). Let A be a sig-algebra generated by X, B a 
sig-algebra and f : X + B a sort-preserving mapping. Then there is at most one 
homomorphism h : A +B with h(x)=f(x) forallxEX. 
Theorem 1.2. III every class x of sig-algebras there is up to isomorphism at most 
olte free sig-algebra with free generating set X. 
Definition (Term algebra). Let sig =(S, 2) be a signature, X an S-set. Define the 
set T,i,( X) of sig-terms on X as the smallest S-subset T c (C u X)’ with the 
properties 
(i, (VSE S) X”c T‘, 
(ii) (VJSE S) E(r*si~ T”, 
(iii) (VF E zCy;“’ )(Wr T”‘) FE T‘. 
Tsi,( X) is turned into a sig-algebra by 
(iv) (VF c Pq F&#( ) := E 
(1) 
(V!‘FE y.) )(V~E 7’,,,(X)“) Flole( t) := Ft- 
T*i,(~~) in :alled the sig-term algebra on X. Ekcaust~ of (iv). (Y) WC u~aI!y wriit; 
F instead of FIslg. 
Theorem 1.3 (Unique term decomposition). For every t E ?iig(X) either t c X or 
there are unique F E 5, t,, . . . , t,, t- TT,,(X) such that t = Ft, . . . t,,. 
Theorem 1.4. Tsi,(X ) is the free sig-algebra in Alg,i, with free generating set X. 
A stronger c torsion of this theorem can be obtained usmg congruerzce relatiorzs. 
Define a relation = A on T,,,(X) by t, ‘A t2:ehA(tl.) = hA(t2). It is easily seen that 
this is a congruence rt’lation, and that the following holds. 
Theorem 1.6. For awry gmeratiyq .set X of a sig-algebra A, A is isomorpllic* to 
Tsi,( X ) / _ As 
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This means that every sig-algebra can be considered as a factor algebra of some 
free algebra. Especially important is the free algebra on no generators. 
Definition. The free algebra in A/g,,, with generating set c3 is cakd the initicll 
sig-algebra. It is denoted by T,i, (instead of Tsi, ((3) . 
Corollary 1.7. For every sig-algebra A+there is a utkpe homotnorphiw1 hA : Tsi, + A. 
[f A is generated hy (4, then h, is surjectiae. 
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A class -X of sig-algebras satisfies E iff 
(VAEW(V(~,,?,)E E)(W:X-+A) e^(l,)=e^(t,). 
E is then also called calid in :?I. 
Usually, we write equations 3 i = tz instead of (t,, f2). In Definition I.8 it sufkes 
to consider all interpretations ,O : Y + A, where Y is the set of variables occurring 
in t, and t2. This is always a finite set. 
De!Mion. AlS,,ig_,. ) detxtes the subcategory of A/g,,, in which E is valid. 
Algisig.lCb is determined or specified by the triple 6, C, E) which we therefore 
also call an (equntmrtal) spec$cation. 
Theorem 1 A L.t)t spec = (S. 1, E) be a specijicatwn, = I the congruence generated 
by ET=,~ 011 Tsig. Then lSpec := T& = I is the initial algebra in AigSprlc_ 
Definition. If spec r’ (sig, E) is a specification. then ~~~~~~~ := Tsi, is called the 
syntactic algebra of spec and SEM.+~ := Tspec is called the semantic algebra of spec. 
The unique homomorphism It : SYNC,,+, -+ smlspec is called the (initial] semarztics 
of spec. 
Elements of sL-.Xi,r,,, are congruence classes [t] of terms t E sYNspe,. If u’~ want 
10 denote these clans. wc’c ~nu~t ot course choose a system of representaticus. In 
~LXWU~ this system Gil not be closed under term decomposition, i.e., if FtI . . . I,, is 
;t representative in the system. then the respective representatives of [t,], . . . . [t,,] 
at-t‘ not i,2cessitrilv I,. . . . . t,,. Hut there always exists t~ Njstematic or ‘canonical’ 
svstem t lf representatives for si.kl,pec. 
Definition 1.10 ([20]). A sig-:tlgehra C is called ;i canonical sig-term algebra 
(sig-C’TA. for s‘lort 1: G 
(i) t ” C l-ii, for 311 S C S. 
(iib-r) Ff,. . f,,t- C‘ =3 ii (r,,. . . .f,,)=Ft,. . . I,,. 
Definition. A parti ordering -- on Tsi, is called srrbstitrttion closed 3, fol- all 
T--t1 . . . t,,, Fr; . . . t:, c ‘Iii, ~vt‘ have Fil . . . t,, s Ft; . . . t:, whenever t, s t: for all i E [TV]. 
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Lemma 1.11. Let 6 be a substitution closed partial ordering on Tsi, and let A be a 
sig-algebra generated by fl. If the set [t] := {t’ E Tsi, 1 t “A t’} has for all t E Tsie an 
infimum w.r.t. S, then there is a sig-CTA C s A. 
Proof. Define p : T,i, 4 Tsig by p(t) := inf([t]), C := p( ‘r,i,) and &(t,, . . . , t,,) := 
p(Ft, . . . t,). Then it is easy to show that C is isomorphic to A. For the proof 
that C is decomposition closed (Definition 1. lO(iia)) assume F’t, . . . t,, E C’ and 
ti E’ C for some j E [n]. Then t’ := p( ti) E C, t’ =G ti, and t’ =A tk This implies 
Ft, . . . t’ . . . t, =A Ftl . . . 1,. . . t,,, hence Ft, . . . 1’ . . . t,, E [Ft, . . . t,. . . tn]. But s is 
substitution closed, so Ft, . . . t’ . . . t,, 5 Ft, . . . t, . . . t,, which means that 
Ft, . . . t, . . . t,, cannot be the representative of its congruence class in C unless t’ = t, 
This, however, contradicts the initial assumption. The proof for Definition l.lO( iib) 
is straightforward. El 
Theorem 1.12. Let A be a sig-algebra generated by VI. Then there is a sig-CTA C 
isomorphic to A. 
Proof. Let s be any well-founded total ordering of Ir. c is extended to a well- 
founded ordering on X* by 
F , . . . & =S I’; . . . F:, iff either (i) rz < HI, or 
(ii) 11 = m and there is j c [n] 
with Fj 6 Fj and FI = F: for all 
iE[j-- I]. 
Then s is substitution closed and every nonempty subset of ‘rsig has an infimum 
w.r.t. 5 . So by Lemma 1.11, there is a sig-CTA C 4 A. EI 
In general. it is not decidable whether t zA t’ for 1, t’ E Tsi,; this is the so-called 
word problem for A. If, however, the word problem for a special algebra A is 
decidable, then Theorem 1.12 together with Lemma 1.11 gives a method for the 
construction of C: In order to find the canonical represcntativc ,I( t) for some t c 7‘,ig. 
WC compare with all t’ iris ascending order w.r.t. 5 until we find the sm;~llcst ’ with 
f =-A 1’. (Note that Tsi, is totally ordered by T--.) 




A is computable. 
The word problem for A is decidable. 
There is a canonical term algebra C isomorphic to A such that every Fc. for 
F E E is a partial recursive word function. 
Proof. For the proof, see [44,59]. Cl 
Note that a canonical term algebra-though being contained in ‘I&-will generally 
not be a subalgebra of Tsi,. 
T’frrn algebras have pleasing mathematical properties: the existence of homo- 
morphic extensions guarantees the unique existence of certain recursively defined 
operation5 and we can prove assertions by induction on the structure of terms. Both 
of these properties get lost if we pass to non-free algebras. In the following paragraphs 
we will show that they can be partially recovered if we ‘simulate’ the effect of unique 
term decomposition. 
Definition. Let A be a sig-algebra generated by X. A mapping d : A -j X u (C x A*) 
is called a decomposition of A w.r.t. X:~for all a E A, 
d(a)=(F.b,... W + ~Jb,,....b,)=a (including thecase k=(I), 
d(a)=xcX * a = x. 
Define u qf b iff d(b) = (F, c, . . . ch) and a = ci for some i E [k]. Then d is called 
wlLfowzded iff there is no infinite descending chain 
&, ~Ja,~cia2--7,t~~~. 
Let c: Cl denote the transitive closure of qj. 
It is trivial that, for a well-founded decomposition, Q cd b implies a # 6; in 
particular, for d(b) = (F, cl . . . ck) we have (Vi E [k]j Ci # 6. 
Example 1.14. Consider the one-sorted algebra w/=.,,,~~~,+ 1, which is given by 
([ p] u (0); 0”“. sue’ I’) with the following interpretation of operation symbok: 
SUC( I2 ) :== 
i 
11 + 1 
O( ) :- 0, 
if n <p, 
0 if ti = p. 
There are two different decompositions of w/=~~~~,,+ 1j (w.r.t. (3): 
n(o) = (0, ( H, d’(0) = (WC, p). 
d{rt) f= (WC, n - I), d’(n)=(suc. H-l), for nE[p]. 
d is well-founded, d’ not. 
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An alternative characterization of o/~~~,~(~__~) can be given by a specification 
spec = (S, C, E) with 
s ={s}, ~={O(‘-“, SUC(‘.“} and E ={SUC"+'(O)=O}. 
Then there is a unique canonical sig-algebra C = SEM,~~~, and u/ zrnocl( ,,+, I is 
isomorphic to C by nt*suc”(O). 
The well-founded decomposition d mentioned above has a special importance 
for the algebra C: we call it the decomposition inherited from the syntactic algebra 
SY Nspec. 
IIecomposition mappings were first introduced in a similar context by Burstall 
and Landin [ 1 l] for the definition of homomorphic extensions in non-free algebras. 
Frequently, a decomposition is split up into an indicator which identifies the operation 
by which a certain element is generated and a set of selectors which select the 
respective arguments of this operation (see the comments in the Introduction). 
Definition 1.15. An &%velf-fourlded sig-algrbrcz is a sig-algebra A generated by 
X c A together with a well-founded decomposition dA of A w.r.t. X. A sig- 
decompositions algebra A (sig-d-algebra, for short) is a Qvell-founded sig-algebra A. 
Speaking of A as a sig-d-algebra always will imply that the primitive operations 
arc &noted by EI and the well-founded decomposition by (IA. 
Now we show two important properties of X-dell-founded sig-algebras. 
Proof. Let P be a total predicate on /1 with 
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hf : A --, B with the property 
(VUEA) !~~(a)= jft ) ’ 
for a E X, 
[F&z;(c)) for those FE& ct A”‘ with 
d,(a) = 0-7 c). 
If f cm be extended to a homomorphism f: A + B, the11 f = h, 
Prooi. (A! Existence of Ill. Define a relation g by 
g:=n{Tc Ax Bl(a, f(a))E T for all XE X and if 
(6, b,), - - - , (a,, 6,)~ T and d&) = (F, (a,, . . . , a,)), 
then (a, F,3( b,, . . . , b,)) E T}. 
By struCtur;~ 1  :vlduction we show that g is indeed the graph of a function h, which 
trivially has the required property. 
So wc hate to show (VO E A)@%E B) (a. b)~ g. 
For all x t X this is clear since g is the smallest graph containing (a, f(a)). Now 
let (I E A\X and assume that the assertion is true for ail y ctr,a. Let d&) = 
(: E (a,. . . . . a,)); then n, cclA Q for all i E [r] and a, f a since dA is well-founded. By 
induction hypothesis, we have (Vi E [r])(3%, E B) (a,, bi) E g. Now by definition of 
g we have (3’b= F,,(h,, . . . , b,)) (a, h)~ g. 
I B) Uniquentlhs. Let It : A + B be 3 further mapping with the property of /z,. First 
it ih ckar that (VO E X) h,(a) =]‘(a) = h’(u). Now let a EA, dA(a) = (F, c) and 
WV Cd* d h,(y) = h’(y). Then h’(a) = F&‘“‘(C)) = FJh;‘(c)) = h+). 
(C) If # A --, B is the extension of f to a homomorphism, then it clearly has the 
property of 11~ By (B) this implies 4 = 11,: Cl 
The Recursion Theorem 1.17 is a generalization of homomorphic extendability, 
and X-well-founded algebras have properties very close to those of free algebras. 
Generally. we will restrict our attention to sig-d-algebras; see the remarks following 
(‘orollary 1.7. 
Lemma 1.18. For every sig-algebra A generated by [3 there is u well-founded deconz- 
position dA of A w.r. t. (1. 
Proof. First, by Theorem 1.1 2, there is a sig-CTA C z~ A. Let (isig denote the 
decomposition of C inherited from 7si, and i denote the isomorphism i : C -+ A. 
Nocl~ define. for II E A, 
&(Lc):= cF=, i”‘(t)), where a = i(c), CE C, 
d,i,( c) =(Fy I), FE E’w*‘)y TV C”. 
It remains to show that dA is indt& ti decomposition of A. If dA( a) = (F, i”‘( t)), 
then a = i(c) = i( Ft). This implies F,,(i”‘( t)) = i( Ft) = CL It is easily shown by induc- 
tion that & is well-founded. Cl I 
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It is therefore no essential restriction to consider only sig-d-algebras instead of 
arbitrary finitely generated sig-algebras. However, two comments must be given: 
First, the proof of Lemma 1.18 is non-constructive in the general case since it 
involves the non-constructive Theorem 1.12. Second, there may be several ways to 
turn a sig-algebra into a sig-d-algebra, so the transition from a sig-algebra to a 
corresponding sig-d-algebra is not a unique one. 
Corollary 1.19. Let A be a computable sig-algebra generated by 8. Then thercj is an 
algorithm to construct a computable well-founded decomlrposition dA of A w.r.t. #. 
Proof. For the proof we investigate the constructions of Lemma 1.18. First, WC‘ 
have to construct a sig-CTA C = A. By Theorem 1.13, the word problem for A is 
decidable, so the remarks after Theorem 1.12 give an algorithm for the construction 
of C. By Theorem 1.13, every F<., for F E 2 is partial recursive; this implies that 
the unique isomorphism i : C + A is also partial recursive. Obviously, this also is 
true for i--l and clearly dsig is computable. It follows that dA, as constructed in 
Lemma 1.18, is computable. f3 
If the ordering 5 on E used in the proof of Theorem I. I2 is fixed. then this 
procedure yields a unique computable well-founded decomposition for every finitely 
generated computable sig-algebra. 
The results obtained so far suggest that there arc very close relationships between 
sig-CTA’s ancl sig-d-algebras: First, every sig-CTA is, by definition, als;) a sig-d- 
algebra, and second, sig-CTA’s play an essential role in the construction of sig-d- 
algebras. We will now show that a sig-d-algebra also implies a sig-CT,4 with special 
properties. 
First we note that the algebras A and C in Lemma 1.1 X MY compatible in the 
following sense. 
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Now let C:={fca)i Q E A}; then f: A + C and h> : C + A are bijections, where 
hj, is the appropriate restriction of h,. 
For all F E Z(wSs), t E C” define 
&(Q := f(F,(K(N). 
Th en C la a sig-CTA, because we have 
(i) CC Tsia* 
(iia) Ffi . . . f,,EC =a Ff I... t,, =!(a) for some a E A with 
d,(a) = (F1 b, . . . b,,) and ti =f(b,) 
for all i E [n]. This means fi E C for all i E [n]. 
(iib) Ft, . . . t,, E c * Fc-( 21, . . - 7 6,) =f(hMfl)7 - - * , ML).)) 
=fmdhdf(h))~ * * - 9 Mfu%)) - * - !I 
= f(F,(h,, . . . , b,,)) =f(a) = Ff, . . . f,,. 
Furthermore, we have forth = id<., because we have c = f(a) for all c E C some 
a E A and 
Using this, we can shosw that f : A --, C is a homomorphism: For all F E 2’ w*s ‘, a E 14 “‘: 
fcI#:,la)) =f!F:.,(h~(f”(a)))) 
=f(&(&(f”(a)))) (because tzh is a homomorphism) 
= FJ fW( Q )). 
It is obvious that A and C are compatible w.r.t. f’-‘. Cl 
We will now show that in a sig-d-algebra the equality predicate is decidable, 
implying that a sig-d-algebra is always a computable algebra. 
Definition 1.21. Let A be a sig-d-algebra, u, h E_ A. Define 
It is obvious that = clA is an equivalence relation and, moreover, a decidable one. 
Also it is clear that for f: A -+ Tsigy as in the proof of Lemma 1.20, we have 
(7 -=‘fA h a f(n)=f(b). 
This can be shown, for instance, by term induction on f(u). Using h, of = idAl ‘we 
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see that a = clA 6 if and only if 
(2 = h,(f(aj) = h,(f(h)) = h. 
So we have proved the following. 
CoroHary 1.22. Eq~dity in a sig-ci-afgebru is decidable. 
2. Recursive definitions 
Following the comments givea in the Introduction, we will now investigate 
methods for defining new operations over an already defined algebra. Here, the 
a!gebra is thought of as describing an underlying data structure on which we want 
to specify higher functions. We can assume that the underlying algebra A is finitely 
spdkd, ix., A = ~~~~~~~~ for a finite spec = (S, 1, E). 
One possibility is, of course, to enlarge the operation alphabet 2’ and to specify 
the r~ew operation by further equations. This means that we pass to a different 
signa t w-s’ sig’ = (S, E’}, ,V E I5’ and a different specification sped = (sig’, E’). E SE 
E’. We will later comment on advantages and disadvantages of this procedure 
(Section 4). At this place, we will avoid equations as a defining mechanism. 
If the specification for the underlying algebra does not involve equations. i.e., 
spec = (S, Z; Cn>. then SEM~~,~ = SYN,~,, is (isomorphic to) ;L term algebra. Hupbach 
[MJ has studied the properties of certain recursively defineri tuple-valued operations c 
on term &$x-~s, calling them pr~ial recwsir~t~ tree fitrtctims. After Mining the 
i’uncGon4s of primitive recursion and of iteration (instead of rniniInaliz;tti~~,n which 
i\ ~niy appiicabk assuming ;I more or less artificial well-ordering of tet ms) hrx defines 
the class of primitive recursive tree functions 11s the closure of all projections and 
the b;rGc ::per;tt ions of .L under composition, target tupling and primitive recursion. 
the class of’ pxtial rtxursive tree functions as being in addition closed under iteration. 
and the gunerul recrtrsiw trw fwctiorts as the total functions among the partial 
recurke ones. The main result of Hupbach’s paper is that the i-recursive trt‘c 
func*tiflng (i c {primiti\rC, partial, general)) over a sigmltiire sig = (S, .X) arc t‘XilCtl> 
tht)st functions corresponding tcj i-recursive r~llllll,er-theoretic functions vi;) ;\ stiln- 
dx-d enumeration of ‘[ii,, if ‘I‘;,, is inIinite for at least one s C S. 
CJnfortunately. not all underlying algebras we may want to consider in softwxt‘ 
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For the purpose of comparison we want to reformulate Hupbach’s definition of 
primitive recursion in our notation. 
Theorem 2.1 ({35, Satz 2.11). Let sig = (S, C) be a signature, v E S* and u, E S* for 
alls~S.Forw=w,...w,,letu,:=u, ,... u,,. Then for every C-indexed family g of 
fu net ions such that 
there is a waique S-indexed family h of operations h = ( hS)sczs, where 
wit/i the property that, for all x E-. Tiig. s E S, Ft, . . . t,, E T:ig we have 
U-u, Ft, . . . Q=gF(xl t,, . . . , t,, h”l(x, t,), . . . , hW,t(x, t,)). 
If the gc- are partial, there is still a minimally defined family h which has the properties 
mentioned ahore. 
Definition. [Jnder the premises of Theorem 2.1, II = (k’),, .s is said to be generated 
by g = egg.&. . 1 using primitive recursion, h = PR[g J. 
*‘b_> r*e \.c .* have already mentioned, this definition allows tuple-valued functions. If, 
for all s C s. Ig( 14,) = 1. then we have the single-valued case of a primitive recursive 
d&-&ion Ach involves a simultaneous recursion on all sorts s E S. Frequently, an 
operAon Ir defined by recursloll will only have one recursive argument and return 
a single x~lue. In this case WC have II, = : for some s, t E S and u, = F for all s f x, 
s c S which means that II’ : 7’Lig X r;l,,, + Tkig and, for all x f s, h” is the constant 
function h ’ : Tiig X T:ig + T& = (( )). It is customary to suppress all these meaning- 
loss constant func:ions in the iximitive recursive definition; the type of g, in Theorem 
2.1 is then 
where k i*, rhe number nC occurrences of s in W. 
In !+(I] WC have studied the analogue of primitive recursion in sig-d-algebras; 
WC cilllcd this structural recursion in order to keep it apart from primitive recursion 
in term ;4gcbras. 
‘I’hc analoguc of Theorem 2.1 tkn reads as follows. 
Theorem 2.2 (Structural recursion). Let sig = (S, 2) be a signature, A a sig-d- 
dgehm. ~1 E S* a& for all s E S u, E S*. For w = w, . . . w,, E S* let u,, := u,,,~ . . . u,.,,. 
Therz _for ecery L- idexed family g of firnctioras such that 
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there is a unique S-indexed family h of Jperations h = t h”),, s, where 
with the property that for all x E A”, s E S, y E A” we have 
Wx, y)=g&, 21,. . . , z,,, h”l(x, z,), . . . , hWtI(x, z,,)), 
where dA( y) = (F, z1 . . . z,,). 
Proof. We wi!l prove this theorem by using Recursion Theorem 1.17. Define a set 
X by 
X := u (A’ x A”+ 
\I s 
(This is, of course, not the sort-preserving product. We denote its projection\ by 
pr, and prz. Elements of X are written as pairs (x,, x,), xl E A’, x7 E A”\.) 
(xl, x3) E X is said to be of sort s E S whenever xl E A is of sort s. For all M’ E S*. 
X y’ is isomorphic to AH’ x A? (Simple rearrangement of components.) If f : A --, X 
is sort-preserving. then it can be written as a target product f = [f,; fJ where 
1; = pr, 0 f, i E [ 21. Then f” : A ,+’ -+ X’V can be described by 
f”(a,, . . . , a,):= (f&q,. . . . a,), fT(a,, . . . . a,)). 
After these preliminaries we first prove the existence of II. Let s E ,4’ arbitrary; .\ 
will1 remain fixed for this section. 
For F’ E 2’ K’) define F.ya, : X “’ + X‘ by 
Now X is a r &-algebra, so Theorem 1.17 guarantees the tlxistcnct’ i>f a mapping 
@, : A -, X such that 
(2) 9,_, = id,.,, 
*l’hi\ is proved bl; structural induction. Let n c ..4 and assume that (2) holds for all 
_J,* ,I,, (1. ( if d&J ) = ( f’. d, then the induction hypothesis is void. 1 _ 
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NOW let ~A(~)=(F,~),FE~‘~.“, ycAH’. Then 
@,(a) = Fs.,W:‘(y)) bY 
= F,.xW:,(Y)~ @xH:20+) bY 
= FdYl @:2(Y)) bY 
= FdEJy), IO&, y, @_3N) by 
=(a, g,(x, y1 @x":z(y))) bY 
of 
Now define* for all SE S, h”:A”xA’+A”\ by 




definition of _&,, 
the &composition property 
4. 
Obviously, 11 = (h”),, .s has the required properties. 
Now we prove that h is uniquely determined. Let h’ = (h”),c s be another family 
of operations with the properties of h. For all x E A”, h’” induces an operation 
jr’,’ : A ’ + A I’\ by h,“(y):= h:(x, y). 
Now define @: : A + X by 
@qa):= (tr, h:‘(a)). 
-1‘hih implies for d,(a)=(F,v), FEE’~*“, y=(y,,. . . , )!,&A”: 
Using Theortm 1.17 we then have @: = @, and consequently !I” = h” for all 
s E s. PII 
Note that. by the construction used in the proof of Theorem 1.17, there will be 
;I minimally defined solution h as above, if some of the gr- are partial. 
Definition 2.3. 1Jnder the premises of Theorem 2.2, h is said to be generated by g 
osi~g strwtwal recwsirm Again, we want to express this fact by some functional 
similar to PR[ ] above. Since this functional will later (Section 3) appear as an 
operation in a r,pecial ;llgehra, we must assign it a type. For this purpose we consider 
orly one of the h’ (s E S) at a time. Then, under the premises of Theorem 2.2, write 
or alternatively, if Z = (F,. . . . , F,,}. with a fixed order of operation symbols, 
j7‘ = SRO;“"\'[g,,, . . . 3 &,,I- 
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The class of structural recursive operations on a sig-d-algebra A is the smallest class 
of functions containing all FA for FE 2, all projections ry, w E S”, i E [lg( w)], and 
being closed under composition, target tupling and structural recursion. 
At this point it sri:ems necessary to study some examples explaining the mechanism 
of structural recursion tis presented in Theorem 2.2. 
Example 2.4. The simplest special case is primitive recursion on natural numbers. 
Let S = {s} consist of a single sort; the sort (8, s) E D(S) is then abbreviated to (k). 
The natural numbers can be represented as a decomposition algebra 
w = (co ;o”“, SW”‘; d), 
with the obvious definitions of O,, and WC,, and the trivial decomposition d( II) = if 
n = 0 then (0, F) else (SW, n - 1). 





SUC =suc”olr~ . 
Then add := SRO(g) or add := SRO( ;7:“, WC,, OTTO") defines the addition of natural 
numbers, since we have 
addk JJ) = gs,,,( x. y’, add( x, ~4) = suc,,,(add(x. !,I)) 
=add(x, v’)+ 1 if R(~)=(suc, y’)_ i.e.. ~=~‘+?. 
Exti*@e 2.5 (Primitive recursive u-ord functions). There are sev~‘r;~I WAS of dctining 
an Agebra corresponding to a free monoid over an alphabet 2’ ; we choose the 
following one: 
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with 
g empryt 4 = WV 
&M( W W”, a, concat( w, w”)) = aCk&(concat( W, w”), a), 
so we let 
Example 2.6 (Tuple-valued structural recursion). Combining Examples 2.4 and 2.5. 
we consider lists (or words) over natural numbers. Let 
S = {list, nat}. 
Let A be the disjoint union of w (Example 2.4) and L (E.,ample 2.5) with sorts 
letter and nat identified and again with trivial decompositions. Let concat be defined 
as in Example 2.5. Let 
c := hst, Idl,kl :== list nat, Il,;,t := list. 
Using ‘I’heorcm c , I 2.2, this gives uniqueIF/ determined operations 
with the following properties: 
t 1) If d(y) = (empty, F). i.e., y =: F. then 
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(2) If d(y) = (add, y’n), i.e., y = y’n, then 
Pst( x, y) = gad&, y’, n, P(x, y’), h”Y x, n)) 
= (add(h”“‘(.x, n), 12). suc( 7T;-‘t(h’i’t(.x, y’),)). 
(3) If d(y) = (0, F), i.e., y = 0, then 
hnat( x, y) = g(J( x) = x. 
(4) If d(y) = (WC, rz), i.e., y = n + 1, then 
IP(x, y) = g,,,(x, n, h”i’t(~, 12)) = concat(x, hYx, n)). 
It is obvious that 
hnat(x, n) = x(“’ I’ for all n E w, 
and that 
V;sf”at( I?‘“‘( x, y)) = lg( y), 
whet-e Ig denotes the length function. 
A careful consideration shows that for y = II~+ . . . n,, E o*- 
ny”yp(& y)) = (( . . . (pf~l-+ *),1,,,)(‘1”’ If’)&,, ,) . . . )(“~+‘$l,. 
For instance, if 
312=addtadd(add(empty, 3). lL2) and 5=add(empty, S)), 
then 
12”“(5,312) = (5555355553155553555531555535555312 , ). 
Using the schema of Theorem 2.2, we can define, for every s E S, a single function 
h’ : A” x A’-_) A”\, 
with a single structural recursion. The advantage of considering tuple-valued 
operations is, however, that it is as well possible to define IN 2 1 such operations in 
a single s?ep. 
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with the property that, for all x E A”, s E S, y E A”, we hat>e 
h;(x y)=g,.i(x, 21,. . . , z,,, h,“l(x, z,), . . . , hp(x, zn), 
where dA( y) = (F, z1 . . . z,,). 
GO, ~11,. . . , h>(x, z,,)) 
Proof. Define us := u,,~ us,2 . . . us,,, and 
8F := kF.1 ; . . . ; gE,J (target tupling). 
Write the operations h*, s E S generated by Theorem 2.2 as 
h’ := [h; ;. . . ; h:,,]. 
Then 11: has the required properties. tf 
3. Structural recursive schemata 
In this section we want to develop a notation for structural recursive operations 
on sig-algebras which depends only on sig, but not as in the previous section on a 
:$pecial sig-algebra and its decomposition. For this purpose, we will define a deriued 
sjgrrature D(sig) where the previous operation symbols F and projections n occur 
:A constants SF, 67-r (6 standing for ‘derived’, of course) and where we have 
con?binator symbol.; YI for target tupling, $ for substitution and SRS for structural 
recur9on. 
Definition 3J. Let sig = (S, Z’) be a signature such that for all s E S either 
with a fixed order of enumeration, or 
Then define D(sig) := (S* .q S*, O(E)), where D(C) is the smallest set of D(S* X 
§*) -sorted deriued operatim symbols with the properties 
for all F‘E Yw+‘), (w, s) E D(S), 
(3) forall o=s,...s,ES*(r#O), 
q;(H’J’ E_ D(E) ((w,s,)02’.s2). (H’..S,).(WL’)) * 
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(4) $w.t..u) E ~(~)((n..c)(u.(o.fW.Io) for al] w, 21, M  E s*, 
(-5; fGJ all WE s*, u:S+S* and ~2, 
where U(S, . . . s,,) := u(q) . . . u(s,,). 
Then a structural recursit(e sig-schema (briefly: m-schema) is an element of 
T f)lsigP* 
For the definition of semantics of srs-schemata we introduce a derived D(sig)- 
a&bra of a sig-d-algebra. 
Definition 3.2. Let A be a sig-d-algebra. 
The derived D(sig)-algebra D(A) of A is defined by 
instead of f “‘.’ ‘f f I, . . . , f;) and pf instead of S”“*“***‘( f. g ) when wt’ write down 
srs-schemata. This procedure is ji:stifitad by Ikfinition 3.2. 
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For signatures with ‘inductive sorts’ we can define constant abstractions without 
using denenerate projections (see [40]). 
Lemma 3.4 (Definition by cases, 1). Ler sig be a signature, s, t E S, C(‘) := 
{F, ( W,.S) , . . . , F),“II~” }. Then there is an srs-schema cond”““v’) such that, for all sig-d- 
algebras A, x1, . . . , x,,EA’, YEA”, 
[cond(t”‘.“~A(x,, . . . , x,~, y) = xi fbr d,&) = UC YI . . . YIJ. 
Proof. LGr u : S + S* be defined by u(s) := t, u(x) := P for all x # s. 
Define 
cond”“‘.“’ := srs’t”Kt’( n;“W,“’ W,), . . . , Tf;‘W,~(~,,‘)a G 
Corollary 3.5 (Definition by cases , 2). Let sig be a signature, s, t E S, FE Z? Then 
there is an srs-schema if-F’ w such fhat for all y E A”, x1, x2 E A’, 
if&(y) = !E yl . . . yd, 
otherwis ?. 
Pror9f. Let ,’ \ ( ” := {F:” r’), . . . , F;l”,,.” } and F = Fj for some i E [n]. Define 
;f+ t ss1.t) := co~d’f”‘.t~o[a, ; . . . ; a,, ; $], 
where 
The proof of this corollary contains implicitly a trivial corollary to Theorem 2.2: 
u bile in Theorem 2.2 the recursive argument is assumed to be the last argument, 
this needs not be true for arbitrary structural recursive operations, since we can use 
a target tupling of projtctions to obtain any desired order of arguments. 
Example 3.6 (Structural recursive sig-schemata). Let sig = (S, C’) with ,V’ := C u 
{ error”*“‘t”‘} and S, E as in Example 2.5. (For sake of simplicity, we assume a 
special letter ‘error’; we will comment on error handling in a following section.) 
Define some structural recursive sig-schemata as follows: 
newq := empty, 
t’nq :=- add, 
deq := SRS(h’dht) (empty, ~f_e~pty""'."""'"') 0 
[ 
Ilkt letter I1st 
O ni ; abs 
(Il\f letter llSl’( emptY) ; 
error if dA(9) = (empty, F), 
a if &(9) = (add, 9’4 and 
= i 
I 
Uq’) = (empW, 4, 
[frontjA(9’) if &(9) = (add, 9’0) and 
L&(9’) = (add, 9”b). 
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These srs-schemata define the basic operations of a fifo queue: the trivial schemata 
ntwq and enq create an empty queue and add elements to a queue, first returns 
the first item In a queue, if the queue is not empty, and deq removes the first entry 
of a non-empty queue. 
For every sig-d-algebra A and 9 E Alist, we have 
[frontjjA( 9) = ~SRS(‘i”t**ette’)( error, ~f_~~p~y”i”“e”er~‘)]A( 9) 
= SR(-J(kt,ktter) ( error, [ if-empty’““’ Ietterl)DA) (9  
1 
errof if 41(q) = (empty, 4, 
= (lif_empty”ist’ettrr’)nA~qr~ a, [frontjA(9’)) 
if d,(9) = (add, 9’a), 
udeqgA( 9) = ~~~~~ht.li~I)( empty, [jf_empty(h’t ktteriktj 
11~5 h~ttcr Ii\1 
q :TT, ; abs (Ii41 letter list )( empty) :, 
s&jo[n’-f’t Ictter Iht; ,l;\t lcttcr ll\t]1~A,~9) 
pmpty if dJ9) = (empty, 4, 
= ~~~;~_empfy~l~~tl~tt~rl~~t~~A~~ 7Fyu letter 11\t I emptyi 
uaddo[rrt;~ll”f”il~t; n~‘rtIctt”““tlnA)(9’, a, jIdeqnA(9’))] 
if &(p) = (add, q’u), 
[ 
err7P ty if d,(q) =(snPty, ~1, 
empty z* if d,(q) = (add, 9’~) and 
1 
I 
rin(9’) = (empty. 4, 
,add(fdeq]A(q’l. U) if &( 9) = (add, 9’a) and 
&(q’) = (add, 9”h). 
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Definition 4.1. An abstract software specification is given by 
D = (spec; 0), 
where spec = (sig, E) is a fimte equational specification and 6’ is a finite set of 
structural recursive sig-schemata. 
The operation symbols C in sig ‘= (S, E) are called constructors. A model of D is 
a sig-decomposition algebra A which satisfies E. A model A induces a set 0 of 
admissible operations given by the semantics of 0’. 
A model is called a free model if it is a canonical sig-term algebra isomorphic to 
T spec with de!.xmposition inherited from T,,. 
The main characteristic of this approach which goes back to [39,40] is that it 
splits a specification into two parts (a structural component and a functional com- 
ponent) distinguishing between generating and defined operations and not using 
equations for the specification of defined operations. 
At this point it seems necessary to comment on ‘primitive recursive equations’. 
1;; Theorem 2.2, the operation h generated by g using structural recursion is defined 
to be a unique operation which satisfies a certain set of equations. However, the 
semantics of the structural recursion differs significantly from the standard semantics 
of equations as described in Section 1. We illustrate this using ihe foliowing example. 
Example 4.2. Specification for finite sets of non-*negative integers with cardinality. 
Let 
S t: (nat, set}, 
E = ( insert< insert( s, n) , 11) = insert( s, n ) , 
insert(inssrt( s, n), m) = insert( insert( s, m), n)) 
Ci = {card (Wt,na:)} = ~~R~‘“t.“~lt’(~,su~~ vylal~)}~ 
Accclrding to Theorem 2.2, c-AKD := [card(‘et*nar’~A is for every sig-d-algebra A 
the unique operation 
which satisfies the equations 
I 0 CMW(S) = 3 A 
if d,(s) = (create, F), 
I sucA(~mw(s’)) if (i,(s) = (insert, s’a). 
Note that dA( s) = (insert, .~‘a) implies both he&( s’, a) = s and s’ # s sinze dA is 
well-founded. Therefore, if Arlat is isomorphic to non-negative integers, CAR 1) 
computes, the cardinality of a finite set. The well-founded decomposition mechanism 
is an essential premise for this property. The simple syntactic translation of the 
equations for CXRII does not give the expected result: 
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Let spec’ = (S, Z’, E’) where spec= (S, Z, E) as above, 
E” := E 1~ {card( create) = 0, 
card( insert( s, n)) = suc(card( s))}. 
This is, of course, no correct specification for cardinality since the second equation 
for card does not take into account the case that n is already a member of s. Using 
initial algebra semantics, it is easily seen that the spec-reduct of SEM,~,.,,~ is not 
isomorphic to ~~~~~~~~~~ since in SEMITE,, we have, for all rz 2 1, [~uc'~(O)] = [WC(O)]. 
This means that the original data type has been destroyed; spec’ is no enrichment 
[29] of spec contrary to the conjecture of [29] that every ‘primitive recursive set 
of equations’ specifies an enrichment. Using a final algebra semantics we still loose 
tht uniqueness of card as defined by the above equations since there is a countable 
number of card-operations satisfying them. 
Bcrg\tr:l [ 21 has shown that there is no finite equational specification for card 
G*ithi,ut hidden functions. For a discussion of the role of decompositions as opposed 
to hidden flmctions. see Remark 4.6. 
Lxamplc 4.2 is also an example for the so-called enrichment problem encountered 
uiih cquati&l specifications: if we add defining equations for a new operation to 
:f \pccification that already contains some eijuations, then the new equations can 
jntcract with the old ones in such a way that the original d:;ta type is destroyed. 
I’hc crnrichment problcir: dots not arise with structural recursive schemata (see 
Section 6 1. 
.1!1t$ f ! !4 t4 i 14 \I. 
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Then f is injective and satisfies (i) but is no homomorphism. C’ has the following 
properties: 
(a) it is decomposition closed, i.e., Ftl . . . t,, E C’+ ti E C’ for all i E [n]; 
(b) for some congruence classes [t] E ~~~~~~~~~ C’ contains a representative t* E [f]. 
(Since A satisfies E, the images of different a, !!I E A are in different congruence 
classes of SEMsp,,.) 
We then have to give representatives for the other congruence classes of ~~~~~~~ 
in a way that the properties of a CTA are preserved. This is done by an inductive 
procedure as in [29]; C’ is protected from modifications by a different definition 
of term complexity. 
Define K : Tsig -+ o by 
K(Fj:=O for FEZ”? 
K(Ft, . . . ,, t ,:zJO if Ftl . . . t,, E C‘I’, 
\max{K( fl I.. . . , K ( f,,)} + % otherwise. 
Ry induction over K (f ) we define a family (CT,] 1 u E w } of term stats with the properties 
(1) f E C,,*K(f)~ 12. 
(2) If t E Tsig and if there is in [t] with K(i) 5: n, then C,, contains a unique 
representative t;‘: c [t]_ 
13) If Ft, . . . t,,, E C,,, then r2 = C) or t, ~2 C’,, , for iill i c [III]. If this has bwn 
accomplished. set C‘ := (J (C,, 1 11 c_ CO\ ;r;id defi111;t 
F: (t,, . . . , t,,) :-= m, . 1 . f,y. 
It is caq to : _x that C is then a sig-C’TA isomorphic to ~~~~~~~~~~ By definiticjn 01 
f’, it is trivia! that C and A are compatible w.r.t. f: 
We still haw to define the C‘,,. 
( I 1 Define C’(, :- cf, u c’ such that c’,, cc,ntains exact\>, OIK! rcprescnt&iw ior’ 
every FE ~(‘*” , s E 5. This is done by taking into C :, an arbitrary reprcsentatiw I,, 
for cvcry F which has J;O rcprescntativc in c’. 
(2) Assuming that c,, s‘jtisfying (1 )-( 3) is already defined. define 
Remark 4.4. In LcJnnla 1.20 it was possible to havt- f’: A -+ C as a hi:;nomclrphi~nl. 
WCS cannot expect this under the prcmks of I .emrn*il 4.3. since A JlW)’ ‘tic of smakr 
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cardinality than C. It can therefore happen that C contains terms Fb, Ga with 
Fb f Ga but FA( hz( b)) = a = G,(hi(a)). Hbwever, we have either &(a) = (F, b) 
or &(a) = (G, a). Assuming, without loss of generality, &(a) = (F, b), f has not 
the homomorphism property w.r.t. 63: 
Fbd’ 
h/l 
\ f . 
# \ a = F,dhAW(b)) = G,&:(U)). 
Theorem 4.5. Let I) = (spelt ; 6) be a specification, A a model of LX Then there is 
a free model C of D and a D(sig)-homomorphism p: D(C) -+ D(A). 
Remark. Note that this implies commutativity of the following diagram: 
Hherc II,,~,. tzDIA, are the unique 13(sig)-homomt,rphisms. Since these serve for 
t hc rlcfinit ion . f the semantics [su”. [sj” of any srs-schema s E r,)lsig)y Theorem 4.5 
implies 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let C, Q” and f : A -+ c‘ bc det-ined as in the proof c?f Lemma 
4.3, WOK’) the class of structural recursive operations on C. 
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We have to show that C#J isa D(sig)-homomorphism (see Definitions 3.1 and 3.2). 
( 1) For F E 2’ W) we have 
p(F,) = ttAoFC=fW 
= F,oh,“of H’ because hA is a homomorphism 
= Faoid,, by Lemma 4.3 
= L 
hence p respects the constants 6F E D(sig). 
(2) For w E S”, i E [lg( w)], we have 
p( 7$) = h&JO n,yJf”’ 
= /EAO)f07C.:’ by definition of f” 
zz r:“ by Lemma 4.3. 
p( ;r;, = rrr is trivial, hence p respects the constants Srrr’~ U(sig). 
\3) For &A?-+C’s, i=l,..., r, L’=s~ ..A,, we have 
hence p respects the tupling operator !.(@‘*“‘. 
(4) For g, : C’ -+ Cu. g2: C”‘+ C“, we have 
Here, we cannot simply eliminate f”4& in order to obtain hio(glog+fw =
p(g,og,) since in general +hA f id<.. 
For CE C’, we have f(h,(cjl = c. We must therefore show that (g# ) : AH’ -+ C”‘. 
whenever g, is structural recursive. This is done by induction over a term t E T;,,sigl 
with [I$ = g,. Note that the compatibihity of C and A w.r.t. f is essential ‘r’or this 
proof. Hence p respects the substitution operator $’ ‘5’*c7f’). 
(5) We denote by SRO,!, SRO,. the interpretation of SRS in A and C, respec- 
tively. Ag;iin let I’.” = {F’,“‘I”‘, . . , Fj::‘~~~*“} as in Definition 3.1. We have to show that 
I’(SRO:‘~‘.“““(~,,. . . , (t),l,))=SROt,~~~“‘~“(P(&l),. . . J’(&,)). 
First we have 
Here, SRO>‘:“*“’ ‘))( 4], . . . , $,,,) denotes the unique operation 
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\vhich, for x E Cl, y E C”‘, satisfies 
ff( kf, y) =4,(x, _VJ,. . . , yr, If:!‘+, y,). . . . , Hlr’!qx, y,)) 
for d,-(y) = (F;. y, . . . y,), y, E C’I? 
For UC A’. bc A’ we then have 
p(SR0:‘~‘.“““h#1,, . . . , &,))(a, b) = 
r= ~z~“‘(SRQ:‘-“.“““(~,, . . . , &,)j(f”(a),f(@) 
= h;“‘(Hc ~f’(ajJW)) 
tl ‘i’ “! 11: i t” ia ) 1, ,ft b) 1 == ff,,( Q. to 
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Remark 4.6. We want to comment again on Example 4.2, where we have presented 
a structural recursive specification of an operation which is not finitely specifiable 
using equations without hidden functions. The well-founded decomposition used 
for the semantics of structural recursive schemata could also be considered as some 
hidden function of a sig-d-algebra and, what is even worse, an implicit one in 
contrast with the explicitly specified hidden functions of an equational specification. 
Theorem 4.5, however, states that in principle it is enough to consider free models 
of specikBtions. Here, ldecomposition means term decomposition and is a trivial 
process. Moreover, if the equations contained in spec (for D = (spec; 0)) can be 
interpreted as rewrite rules (i”rom left to right, e.g.) having the Church-Rosser and 
finite termination properties, then the set of normal forms of this rewriting system 
gives a really canonical method of obtaining a free model of D with trivial decom- 
position (see [59]; Schulz also shows that in principle it suffices to consider such 
sets of equations, as long as we want to specify computable data :ypes and admit 
hidden functions. 1 
Of course, all free mode’- of a specification D = (sig, E ; 0) are isomorphic as 
sig-algebras. even when the!* are different as subsets of T,,. Different ci :-ices of 
t-t presentatives for congruence classes relate to different methods for well-founded 
decomposition (cf. Theorem 1.12). Theorem 4.5 states that for any one model A 
of D with an arbitrary decomposition mechanism, we can always find a sig-C‘TA C 
in Ihe isomorphism class of free models of D such that the unique term decomposition 
in C is compatible with decomposition in A and the semantics of a structural 
recursive sche”na in A can be derived from its semantics in C. This justifies the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.7. The abstract software module specified by I) = (sig. E ; f ) 1k the 
sig-isomorphisrn c!ass of free models of D. 
Before we give furthtr examples of abstract software specifications, we w:jrlt to 
introduce a more readabie notation for structural recursive schemata. We have 
already noted in Section 3 that the SRS combinator used for structural recursion 
is semantically very complex arld not St.-aightforward to understand. 
<.Jonsidering again the semantics of SRS (Definitions 2.3, 3.1 and 3.2) and the 
mechanism of structural recur&n (Theorem 2.2). we develop the following nota- 
tion: If II = SRS”““““( f,, . . . , ji,), thck this means that h denotes a function GA of 
type ( VS. II! s)) for e\ery sig-d-algebra A, with the property 
Here, fi, is the function denoted by fi in A. The implicit case distinction in this 
definition is now mad,: explicit: Let L’ = s1 . . . sk, ds) = t, . . . t,,,. Then inste:id of 
h = SRS’ “‘*“’ ” ( fl, . . . , f,, ), 
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write 
/2(x, : St ;. . .;yk:S&y:S):t,X- * ‘Xl,,, = 
case y of 
FAy,, * - - 7 y,,*,): T, ; 
i esac. 
Here T, is a term corresponding to the operation fi; it may contain the parameter 
variables q, . . . , xk, the formal predecessor variables y,, . . . , y,,,, introduced in every 
branch of the case-clause, all constructors F, and recursive calls of h or other 
opcratic)n~; defined by similar clauses as long as the requirements of Theorem 2.2 
(or CoroElary 2.7) are met. 
On this bask we have developed the Structural Recursive Definition Language 
UUH which is described in [40, 41, 55-J. SWL has been implemented in order to 
Aow p,rcliminary testing of specifications before the design and implementation of 
corrc\ponding programs. We will not further comment on SRDL in the present paper 
since hcrc it is only used as a notation. Besides, it is rather self-explanatory if it is 
related tcu the formal development in the present paper. We only want to comment 
on a somewhat unusual notation for signatures in SKIM.: The constructors 
(J’,fi ‘1, . . . , ,;z’*,t.\’ } with target sort s are iistcd as 
5 = ( F, ( 1%’ i ) , . . . , F,, ( M’,, 1) . 
WC twc chown thi\ notation lwcaust’ it su!:gt‘sts that every element of sort s is 
tither obtained ah F,( . , . 1 or F2( . . . ) or . . . F,J . . . ) for arguments of appropriate 
\ort\. 
We wiil now give some examples of abstract software specifications in SRIX, 
Gmply reformulating previous examples from this paper. 
Example 4.8. (a) Cf. Example 3.6: 
module qwue = 
sorts letter, list; 
constructors iist = (empty, addi list letter) 1; 
letter = (error); 
operations newq : list = empty: 
t’ny(q : list ; i : letter) = di(y, i) ; 
front( q : list) : letter = , 
case q of 
empty : error; 
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add(l, i) : case I of 
empty: i ; 
add{ nt, j) : front(I) 
esas 
esac; 
deq( 4 : list) : list = 
case 4 of 
empty : empty ; 
add( I, i) : case I of 
empty : empty; 
addcm, j) : add(deq( /), i) 
esac 
end 
There are IIO reasonable models of ‘queue’ since a model is supposed to be 
generated by the , empty set and our specification does not generate meaningful data 
of type letter. In fact, ‘queue’ is a typical example of a paramcterized specification 
u+-rich will be treated in Section 8. Of course, we could at thi:: point have specified 
:I ‘queue-of-nat’ or something else, like in the following example. 
(b) Cf. Example 4.2: 
module set-of-nat = 
sorts nat, set; 
constructors nat = (I), suc(nat)) ; 
set = (create, insert(set, nat)) ; 
variables s : set ; n, nz : nat ; 
equstions insert(insert( s, rz), n) = insert( s, rt) ; 
insert(insert(s, n), m) = insert( insert(s, r22), 17) ; 
operations card( s : set) : nat = 
case s of 
create: 0; 
insert( t, rr ) : sucdcard( t )) 
esac 
end 
There is. however, one point which ded,erves ome attention. In the format 
development where an srs-schema is represented by some term over T,>,,ifg, there 
is no need for hidden functions at the operatitin level: since schemata can be nest4 
to an arbitrary extent, a special ;Auxiliary function needed for the specification of 
some operation can always occur inside the term representing this operation. 
Example 4.9. We want to specify the mu!tipIicative monoid of natural numbers, 
with operations unit ( == ‘1’) and m4tiplicatir>n. U:;ing srs-schemata this can be 
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accomplished as follows (cf. Example 2.4): 
D = (S, c, E ; O), 
with 
S = {nat), 2 = {O(F.ndt), SUC(nat.nat)~, 
E=0, 
6 =~bfiifft.nul), mujt(natZ.nat)), 
unit = WC O 0, 
mult = sRs(natZ,nat)~ a~s(nat.nat)( o), 
mult contains a nested occurrence of SRS; in fact, the inner SRS-term represents 
:ttldition. Since addition calls itself recursively, it is not possible to translate this 
whcma into SKILL. without giving the addition a name and turning it into a separate 
definition. This means that we have something like 
module monoid = 
sorts nat; 
constructors nat = (0. suc( na t)) ; 
operations unit : nat = suc( 0) ; 
mult( x, y : nat) : nat = case y of 
0 : 0 : 
suc( 2) : let ;iddh-, y : nat) : n:it = 
case y of 
0 : x ; 




in add( A-, mult( J:, 2)) 
5. hrrectness of specitkations 
f-w- wnGkring corrutness concerns of any kind of object, we always need some 
r&_~-cnw N ith which th’s object should be compared. In the case of abstract software 
ucifiwtitm~. wt’ cam. imqine three kinds of references: 
1 I) ;1 qwxP1 alpctxx 
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(ii) a second abstract specification, and 
(iii) a purely equational (‘axiomatic’) specification. 
For (iii). there are mainly two motivations: first, it may be easier in early stages of 
design to state some knowtl or expected properties of certain operations by equations 
instead of giving a recursive definition (see the comments in the Introduction): 
second, equational specificatil:bns will be involved in parameterized specifications 
(see Section 8). 
it is tine of the characteristics of our approach that specifications D = (spec; 0’) 
are split into a structural component spec describing the data (i.e., the carrier of 
some algebra) and a functional component 0’ describing the admissible operatiom 
in terms of data elements. A model of D is, formally, a spec-algebra; but sometimes 
we want to view it rather as an D-algebra. Hence the following definition. 
Definition 5.1 (Operational algebra). Let D = (spec; 0’) be a specification, /r a 
model of II). From d we derive an G-algebra A” with carrier ~1 by associating with 
every schema s G- c its semar.tics in A: 
A” is called the opwtiond ulgebra of A. 
For the formal treatment c3f CI-C -schemata as terms in TL>(sig), there is nothing to 
add to this. If schetnzlta re written in SKDL_, then Definition 5.1 must be interpreted 
in such a wav that the s on the left-hand side of the e:quation means the 12~117~ of 
the sckma and the s between the semantic brackts on the right-hand side means 
its &$nifl~rz. Of course, this requires that different schetnata in SKIN_ have dilkrcnt 
names, which ic a reasonable requirement anyway. We will not further distinguish 
between an SKOI. schema and its name. 
EIefinition 5.2 (Correctness w.r.t. a special algebra). Let D = (spec; k) be a speciG- 
cation, B a sgec’-algebr;!. 
Then D is correct w.r. t. E iti S’ E S, 1’ _ c (1 and ihere is a free model C of D such 
that 
This meal;:; that for every 6 E B there is exactly onLu c~responding abstract object 
in the spec’-reduct of the data structure C and that for every operation F of B 
there is a corresponding schema in 0 which has the same bchaviour. The specification 
may involve more sorts and more operations, as sometimes auxiliary c~~nstructions 
(hidden sorts and operations) are needed. 
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Of course the above definition can be slightly generalized by allowing injective 
functions f : S ’ + S, g : C’ + (T instead of insisting on subset relations. With appropriate 
renaming, of operations or schemata this can be reduced to Definition 5.2. 
We will1 not comment here on correctness w.r.t. a second abstract specification 
since this will l>e treated in the following section. 
Definition 5.3 (Correctness w-r-t. an equational specification). Let D = (spec ; 0) 
be a specification, spec’ = (S’, 2’. E ‘) an equational specification. D is called correct 
w.r. 1. spec’ iff S’ c S, 2’ G e and there is a free model C of D such that 
whcrc hc : WNspec* --f c” is the unique spec’-homomorphism. 
‘I’hcre are many ways of proving the isomorphism required in Definition 5.3; one 
of them is the following. 
Lemma 5.4. Under the premises of Definition 5.3, let C’ := hc(sYN,pe@l) C_ C”. Then 
C’ is isomorphic to NIIM,~,,,~~ 
(i) C’ satisfies the equations E ‘, 
iii b for et'ery c E c' there is some t E SYN~,,,~+ with i tic = c, (and 
( iii ) there is a surjectice mapping a : C’ -+ SEM,~~~~ ( abstraction mapping). 
Proof. l * l is triviai. 
F-or ‘ti’. if C’ satisfies E’, then C’ E A/gSpec,; therefore, the unique homomorphism 
! : \! vspec -+ C’ exists. If (ii) holds, then C’ is gener;lted by !b and i is therefore 
\urjective. If additionally the surjective abstraction m‘.pping exists, then i must be 
in jcctivc too, hence an isomorphism. El 
For correctness proofs of specifications. it is therefore essential to prove the 
~akiity of certain equations between terms over structural recursive schemata. In 
Definition I.8 we have defined the validity of equations in algebras; we use this for 
the frGuing definition. 
‘l;cx\t. MC u;tnt to rcformulatc this definition in such a uay that it suggtsts sonik’ 
mcthw.l for proving the validity of equations in practice. Following Theorem 4.5, 
st i\ not ncccs\ary to consider all models of D; instead it suffices to consider a11 frer 
~t~~l~~l~. Furthermore. the terms 6,, t2 are best interpreted as polpnonziul schemata 
?clcf+ ing \peciA operations (pol~nomialr5, derived operations) in every algebra of 
rcjpri;rtc Ggnature. We quickly review the corresponding definitions: 
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Definition. (a) Let sig = ;S, 2) be a signature, X ={xi 1 s E S, i E w} a standard 
alphabet of variables. Every w = s1 . . . s, E S* determines a finite non-empty 
alphabet X, = (X~I, $2,. . . , xf;} E X. A term t E Ifs,,(;)(,)” is called a sig-polynomial 
schema of type ( w, s). 
Define po$.f) := T$f! 
(b) Let tEpo~$f) be a polynomial schema, A a sig-z,lgebra. For a E A w define 
(II : X, + A by a(~;) := ry(a). Then Q can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism 
a^: Tsig(X,e)+A. Define POL(t)A :A” + A” by poL( tJA( a) := c(t). IpoL( t)A is called 
the polynomial over A defined by t. 
We can now reformulate Definition 5.5 as follows. 
Lemma 5.6. Let D = (spee, ; 0); X, X;,, as before. Then the equation t, = tr for 
t,. t2 E Tc (X,,,) is tlalid ($ for all free models C of D we have 
PC)L.(t&, = POL( f&‘). 
(Note that the type of polynomial schemata is not unique; every t E PC)L:~" is 
3lso in Pollens’ for all w’ which somehow contain the letters of w. So Lemma 5.6 
states no restriction on equations.) 
It seems natural to prove the equation in Lemma 5.6 by structural induction. For 
the evaluation of either side of it, we can use the following equalities. 
Corollary 5.7. ( A) For a11 s E t:, st, . . . t,, E rl; ( X,.), t c C H’ we haue 
1’01 c St, . . . f,r)C’W =JIs~c(Pol.(t,)c(~(:), . . . , I'ol.(t,l)C"(I)). 
(H) If s E G is &fined by 
s(x,: s1 ;. . . ;s,, :s,,):.s,,+, =case x, of 
F,o& * * * , y,,,): 4 ; 
esas 
(irl wm. rrotation 1, Then 
[.sjC (C’;. . . . , c, 1, F/h, . . h,, c’,. 1, . . . , l’;, 1 = f,h 
h*here ti is obtained from t, by rep&wing all x,,, by c,,, (HZ E [n]) md ~~11 YL by bk ( k E I17~,1)- 
Proof. (A) By the definition of polynomials. we have 
POl.( SC, . . . t,, )r,^“( t) = f(st, . . . f,,), 
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tvhere i is the homomorphism i: Tp (X,,,) + C” induced by t. This implies 
i(st, . . . t,,) =11dlC(f(4), . l - i(Q) =[SnC(POL(t,)CT.. . ,POL(l,,)c”). 
(Ht This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2 and the fact that C is a free 
model whose decomposition is unique term decomposition. 
It seems appropriate to call (B) a symbolic evaluation of s. Lemma 5.6 together 
with Corollary 5.7 therefore allow the proof of validity of equations between schema 
terms by structural induction and symbolic evaluation. 
Example 5.8. Consider the following specification (cf. Example 48(b)): 
module set-of-nat = 
sorts nat, set ; 
constructors nat = (0, suc( nat)) ; 
set = (create, iAnat. set)) ; 
variables s : set ; s, y : nat ; 
equations ins( x’. ins( x, s)) = ins( x, s) ) : 
ins( x, ins( y, s)) = ins( y, ins(s. s,) ; 
operations union( s, t : set) : set = case t of 
creare : s ; 
end 
ins(s, t, ) : ins( s, unirm( s, f, 0 
esac 
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(Al 
= [union]“(c,, [union~C’(PoL(xZ)C+,, c2, create), 
POL( x3) cO( cl, c2, create))) 
= ijunionjC (c., [union]c (c,, create)) 
(B) 
= [unio# ( cl, c2). 
Right-hand side (for the computation of the right-hand side, we abbreviate by 
applying the definition of polynomials immediately wherever appropriate): 
Por_(union(union(x,, x2), x&~~(c,, c2., create) = 
(A) 
= Uunion~C(POL(UniOn(xi, x2))p( q, c2, create), create) 
IB’ 
= PotA union( x,, x2)) & c1 , c2, create) 
(A) 
= [unior$(c,, c2). 
So (1) is proved. 
(2) c3 = ins( x,, HZ). 
Hyputhesis: for all y<- c7 assume 
Por.(union~x,, union(x,, x~)))~+, cz, y) = 
= PoL(union(union(x,., x2), xJ)~~J(c~~ cl, y). 
(Here, < is the decomposition ordering which in a free model coincides with the 
subterm reiztion.) 
For the follo;ving computations we use a further abbreviation by allowing several 
applications of (A) in a single step. 
Left-hand side: 
I~OL_(union(xI, union(x?, x3)j)C+!, c7_. inscx, m>) = 
(A) 
= [uni*nlc(cl, [~nior#(c,, ins(x:, W 
(.\J 
L i;~s(x, Pr)r.(union(x,, union(x2, x,)))c+cI, c2, 172) 
= ins( x, pol.( union(union( x, x2), x3) )y( c, c*?, m ) by hypothesis. 
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Right-hand side: 
POI (union(union(x,, x,), x3,&4c1, cl, ins(x, m)) = 
t A J 
= nunionn~([IunionnC(~:, c?j, ins(x, HZ)) 
(R) 
= ins( x, [unio# ([unionlc (c,, b), m)) 
(‘2) 
= ins(x, rJ0r>(union(union(x,, xl), x3)&~Q,, cl, nz). 
This finishes (2) and the whole proof. 
The proof in Example 5 8 looks rather clumsy because of the two kinds of 
\emrintics (polynomial semantics Pol.( )Cc) and schema semantics [ ljc ) ;~nd the 
uhiquitious conversions bet\.teen them using (A). FT practical purposes it seems 
bc\t to drop all kinds of semantic brackets and to substitute the C, directly for the 
x,. This is shown in the following example where we denote several applications of 
( A 1 and a single application of ( H) by ‘ - ‘. 
Kxamplc 5.9. We want to she)w that the operation union of Example 5.X is commuta- 
tive. For this we need a simultant‘ous induction on both arguments of union and 
also an application of or:e of the equations of set-of-nat; this is denoted by ’ e ‘. 
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Left-hand side: 
u:lion( s, ins( x, m) - ins( x, union( s, m)). 
Right-hand side: 
(La) s = create: 
union( ins( x, nt ), create) fi ins( x, nz) n ins( x, union(cre, ~2)). 
(2b) s = insf y, nk 
union( ins( x, rn 1, ins( y, n)) fi ins(y, union(ins(x, m), n)) 
= ins( y, union( 11, ins( x, nz))) by hypothesis 
* ins( y, ins( x, union( 0, nt ))) = ins( x, ins( y, union (n, m j)) 
= ins( x, ins( y, union( rul, 12 1)) by hypothesis 
Th ins( x, union( HI, s) 1 
= ins( x, union( s, i12 )I by hypothesis. 
This completes the proof. 
A. Extensions and enrichments 
We begin +his section by defining morphisms between abstract specifications. 
Morphisms are a means of comparing specifications; of couvse, morphisms between 
specifications should induce morphisms between the corresponding models. Since 
w specification consists of an equational specification and a set of recursion schem;ata, 
;I morphism between abstract specifications will consist of a morphism of equational 
specifications alld a morphism of schemata. 
Morphisms of equational specifications were defined by Ehrich [ 14, 151; we briefly 
recapitulate his definition. 
v Definition. Let spec, = (S,, Yl, E,), i c (0. l), be equational specifications, t1 : &--+ S, 
and II* : S,“; -+ ST the monoid homomorphism induced by h. Let ,g : Co--+ & be a 
mapping with the property 
FE ;:;.\I _+ R( j-) E_ 2(111’( H ).ll( \I\* 
?‘ht?n 1’ = ( 11, $) induces ;I mapping f : SI ~~~~~~~ -+ s’~‘N,~~~, by 
{c F-i, . . , t,, ) := g(F)j( t, 1 . . . ft :,* ), rz 2 0. 
f is called a rwrphisnz f : spec,) -+ spec, iff for all t, , t2 c SYN,,,,,, we have 
f is called an enthe&& (of equarional specifications) if tz and g are both injective’. 
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If f’ : speco + speq is an embedding, then ~:sYN,,.,~~,,+ SYN,,,,,, can be made to 
a homomorphism by renaming the sorts and operations of speq according to the 
inverse of h and g. We will always assume such a renaming implicitly by speaking 
Of p: SYNSPBCo + SYNspeC, as a homomorphism. Let SYN&,,, be the (h(S),g(Z))- 
reduct of SYN,~+; then f induces a homomorphism f: SYN~,,~~~~-, SYN&,~~. This is 
called the homomorphism induced by jl In fact, since f respects the equations, it is 
a homomorphism f : SEM~~~~,,_,SEM &, . 
Definition. Let f = ( h, g) : spec o-+ spec, be an embedding of equational specifica- 
tions. f is called an 
- estettsiotz iff f is an isomorphism, 
- equiwleme iff f is an extension and 11, g are both bijective. 
Thus extensions (on the specification level) correspond to embeddings in the 
algebraic sense (i.e., on the model level) and equivalences correspond to 
komorphisms. 
We are now ready to state the definition of a morphism between structural 
recursive specifications. 
Definition 6.1 (Morphism of abstract software specifications). Let L), = (spec, ; C ,), 
i c (0. I ). be abstract software specifications. A morphism f: Do--, D, is a p,lir f = 
(4, W where 4 : spec ,) + spec, is an embedding of equational specifications and 
V: t ,, -+ t I is a sort-preserving mapping such that for every pair CT,). C, of free 
model\ of II,,, I>, that are compatible w.r.t. & C,, + C1. the following diagram 
ccmrn~itc\ for iill s E !; :,“.“: 
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Definition 6.3. Under the premises of Definition 6.2, f is called an 
- extension a f is both a structural and a functional extension, 
- enrichment e f is a structural equivalence and a ftu1ctiona.l extension. 
1X1 
Note, however, that there are differences between the properties of Definition 
6.3 and the properties of enrichments/extensions in the equational framework; the 
main digerence is that our enrichments/extensions arc always safe in the sense of 
[29], i.e., they preserve the properties of the original specification. Before we show 
this, we want to come back to the previous section on specification correctness 
giving the supplementary definition: 
Definition 6.4 (Correctness w.r.t. a structural recursive specification). Let Di = 
(spec, f’,) be specifications, i E (0, 1). DI is called correct wxt. D,, iff there is a 
functional extension f : D,, + DI. 
Note that this definition includes the case that the underlying data structure for 
!3, is completely altered w.r.t. D,,. Functional extension seems thus the concept 
\Ghich is best adapted for describing implementations in our approach. An 
implcmeniation of D,, by 1), is just a functional extension f : Do+ II,. We will devote 
a forthcoming paper to implementations and their properties. 
Now we prove that our enrichments are safe enrichments. 
Theorem 6.5 ( Enrichments are safe). Let D, = (spec, ; Q> be spec$catiom. i E (0, I}, 
f : D,, -+ D, cm enrichment, A n rzzodd of D,. Thert 
(i) A is also a model of D,,, am! 
(ii) for evtTrv s E B,,, us]” = [I P( s)iA. 
Peoof. By definition of structural equivalence, viz. equiva 1 
cations, we can without ioss of generality assume that 
so= s,, V =Z,, -0 SEM,,,- = WMspec,. G-I, 
Hence it is tGvia1 that A is also 3 model of D,,. Now let 
ence of equational specifi- 
C be a free model of DI 
through which k E’actorizes according to Theorem 4.5. Then C is also a free model 
of Q, :l;Id Definition 6.1 implies for all s E t!’ [sl” = (I P( s)jc. According to Theorem 
33 this means also Us,” = [ P( s)]lA. Cl 
We have already comment 3-1 on the conjecture on primitive recursive extensions, 
as stated in [29] (see Example 4.2). While this conjecture is not true for the 
equational treatment of primitive recursion, Theorem 6.5 shows that it is indeed 
true if primitive recursion is handled by structural recursive schemata. 
It is a priori not possible to prcve the analogue of Theorem 6.5 for extensions 
instead of enrichments; this is due to decompositions: 
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9 *. 
WC can, without loss of generality, assume that 
I 
SEM speq, c SEMspsc, (F& subalgebra), 
but nevertheless a model A of DI need not be a model of Do. If a E A is an element 
with a = h,(t) for some t E SYN~~~~(,, then the decomposition &(a) = (F, al . . . a,,) 
does nat necessarily give FE Go, since in A the operations of 2,\& are also present. 
A is therefore not necessarily a sig,,-decomposition algebra. 
However, this can only occur if Z\“*(w’l’l(S’) contains operation symbols which are 
not in g(Zip” ). This should be avoided anyway, if the XI are meant as constructors, 
since the addition of new constructors to an existing sort amou;lts to a complete 
redefinition of that sort. meaning that we have to revise all srs-schemata with a 
recursion on that sort. 
Definition. Let D, = (spec, ; C,) he specifications, i E (0, I }, f : D,, -+ D, an extension. 
f is called iL cleuil 4xtemim iff 2\‘7*(““‘k’ “ contains only operation symbols from 
g( 2‘;,‘t.“). 
Corollary 6.6. Cleun extensions are safe. 
. . 
7. Exception handling 
I-Irror handling (or exception handling, ;IS \f*c prefer to call it) in the quational 
l’r:ttnc\\c~rk ir ;1 rzthcr Cc)~l~pliCi~tCd task. ‘fhc simple-minded exception handling fails 
bcc;tu~ of prohlcms similar to the prot4cm encc,untercd with enrichments of 
cclu;tti(jnal specifications: the ‘error equations‘ interact with ‘normal equations’ in 
21 ~‘ity that the data type’ is dcstrcrycd: nothing hut errors i:, left (see [Z9]). 
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There is almost nothing changed w.r.t. Definition 4.1; only we have marked a 
(possibly empty) set of constant constructors as denoting exceptional data elements. 
The pollution of the data structure by an infinity of meaningless data elements can 
be prevented by adding equations (see the following example). 
Example 7.2. Suppose we want to specify natural numbers with an exceptional 
number ‘undefined’. Using SRDL, this could be done by 
module nat+ = 
sorts nat; 
con!Structr ps nat = (0, suc(nat)) ; 
exceptions nat = (undefined) 
end 
However, this does not mean that we have added a single data element ‘undefined’ 
to natural numbers; instead, every free mc#del of nat+ will also contain different 
data elements corresponding to suc(undefined), suc(suc(undefined)) and so on. 
If we add to nat+ the equation 
L _,c’,undefined) = undefined, 
then it d )es what it is supposed Ltt Jo. It is, however, also possible to add instead 
suc( undefined) = 0, 
which also inhibits pollution of nat but specifies an exception recovery. 
Note that from the srs-schema point of view, exceptions are just treated as normal 
constructor constants; this implies that all structural recursive specifications must 
(in their case distinction) also take care of possible exceptions by explicitly specifying 
what has to bz done in this case. be it error recovery or error propagation. 
Example 7.3. In this example, nat+ is supposed to be the specification from Example 
7.2 with the additional equation suc(undefined) = undefined. The include-statement 
of SIWL. is a means of specifying a safe extension (see Section 6); it can be interpreted 
as being eyuiva;ent to the textual inclusion of all concepts of the included module 
iu the present module at appropriate places. 
module stack of nat= 
include ntlt+( mt, 0, WC, undefined) ; 
sorts slack ; 
coinstructors stack = (clear, push( stack, nat)) ; 
exceptions stack = (underflow, illegalstack) ;
variables s : stack ; n : nat ; 
equations push( s, undefined) = illegalstack ;
push(illegalstack, n) = illegalstack ;
push( underflow, n) = push(clcar, rz) ; 
operations pop( s : stack) : stack = 
case s of 
clear, underflow: underflow; 
push@, n) : r; 
illegalstack : illegalstack 
esac ; 
top( s : stack) : nat = 
case s of 




(The keyword otherwise collects, as in PASCAL, the remaining cases and is in the 
pmcn t context equivalent to ‘clear, underflow, illegalstack’.) 
Note that it is always necessary to check whether the equations relating to 
cxccption car.-Jitions are not inconsistent. With a view to the relatively small number 
of equations and the resiricted form of right-hand sides. this is a much easier task 
th:m the usual one for equational specifications. In fact, th< above set of equations 
i’s con+tent, as can be easily seen. The third equation shows an exception recovery: 
;I stack underflow is repaired by pushing something onto the stack. If we had inste:id 
4peciiitxl 
push( undcrt‘3ow. tz ) = clear. 
then the system would have been inconsistent t~~use of 
8. Parameterized specifications 
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something is independent of what this special thing happens to be. ?‘his situation is 
very similar to procedural abstraction in programming languages: they have formal 
parameters of which we only know the type (if st all?) and which can be actualized 
in a ‘call’ or an ‘application’ of the procedure. 
Considering abstract software specifications and especially their use as a tool for 
design and development of software products, there is a second motivation for 
introducing parameterized specifications: we must be able to handle incomplete 
specifications where some concepts ar c left out because !:hey are not yet well- 
understood at the present state of design but can only later be made precise. Such 
details can be considered as parameters of the specification. 
It does, of cc’urse, not suffice to pass sorts as parameters to specifications, but we 
must also be able to pass operations (and exceptions) to a parameterized specifica- 
tion. Sometimes it is necessary that an operation supplied as a parameter has a 
special property (e.g., being symmetric on two arguments) or that there are special 
relati )ns between several parameter operations (e.g., one being the inverse of the 
other.) Specifications of formal parameters are thus (at least) equational specifica- 
t ions. 
Fret, lently, parameter operations and conditions refer to certain ‘standard’ specifi- 
catione r,-tich as Boolean algebra, Ilumbers, strings, etc. Instead of fixing a set of 
standard specifications, we allow the parameter specification and the body specifica- 
tiorz to have a co~mo~z part which is referred to by an include-clause in the body 
specification. 
It seems best to give some examples before stating the formal definition. 
Example 8.1. Following the framework of Example 5.8, we want to specify finite 
sets over a parameter sort called data. Supposing that there is an ordering relation 
kc1 on data, the parameterized specification shall contain an operation max which 
returns a maximal element of a set w.r.t. the given leq; leq is therefore a parameter 
operation. 
module set = 
include \,oolcan( bool, true. false, and, implies) ; }comrnon part 
parameters [sorts data ; 
operations default : data ; 
leqtdata, data) : boo1 ;
variables X, y z :data; 
equations leq( x, x) = true ; 
implies(and(leq(x, y), leq(y, z)), 
leq( X. z)) = true] 
sorts set ; 
parameter 
specification 
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constructors set = (empty, insert( set, data)) ; 
variables s : Set ; x, y : data ; 
equations insert(insert( s, x), x) = insert( s, x) ; 
insert(insert( s, x), y) = insert(insert( s, y). 
operations max( s : set) : data = 
case s of 
empty : default ; 
end 
insert( t, X) : let lub( X, y : data) : data - 
case leq(x, y) of 
true: y; 
false : x 
esac 
in lub( X, max( t)) I 
esac 
In addition to the predicate leq which comes from oukde and is supposed to be 
at least reflexive and transitive. we also expect a special constant default which is 
returned as the maximum of the empty set. The signature of a boolean data type 
is imported by the include-clause. This is the common part of this specification; it 
can he referred to both in the parameter specification and in the body specification. 
Example 8.2. A typical phenomenon of p.irameterized specifications are the so- 
called ‘lifted operations’. In the following specification. an arbitrary un;lry operation 
#- on ;t parameter sort data is lifted to list-of-data: 
module list = 
parameters [sorts data ; 
i 
parameter 
operations f(hta) : data) spccifkition 
sorts list ; 
constructors list = (empty. atom(data), cons(list. data)) ; 
operations ff ist( I: iist) : list = case f of 
empty : empty : 
Mom(n) :f( (2) ; 
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where 
cp = (CS, CC), pwec = (ps, pZ pE ), spec = (S, C, F), 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) cSEpScS,cT;cpZ; 
(ii) cp is-a finite signature, called the common part, pspec is a finite equational 
specification, called the parameter specification. The sorts in pS - cS are called the 
purameter sorts; spec is a finite equational specikation; 
(iii) ZnpE=@; 
(iv) s E @&P) = (d; 
(v) 0’ is a finite set of structural recursive sig’-schemata not involving recursion 
on a sort p E pS, for sig’ = (S, E u ~2). 
This definition states several restrictions of which some are due to our special 
philosophy of considering elements of G as formal constructors. Wt: will briefly 
explain the conditions (i)-(v): 
(i), (ii) See above. 
(iii) An operation cannot at the same time be a formal parameter and a constructor 
of the body specification. 
There are other approaches where the parameter specification pspec is supposed 
to be cotl;tilr ed in spec (see, e.g., [ 193). 
This IS Qppropriate for equa :knal specifications but not for structural recurs& 
ones, since parameter operations are not at the same conceptual level as constructors 
but rather belong to tT]e (defined) operations, as we will see later, 
(iv) If 1 wotild contain any constructor with result in parameter sort, then this 
would amount to a complete redefinitiorz of that sort (cf. the remarks on clean 
extensions in Section 6). Note. however, that (iv) does not preclude the existence 
of defined operatiolzs with result in a parameter sort, like max it‘ Example 8.1. fn 
practice, this condition can be dropped by insisting that every case-definition ends 
witk an otherwise-clau:.e (see Example 7.3, uhich would catch also these net\ 
constructors. possibly yielding an exception. We have stated condition (iv) here 
because we did not want to develop a special theory for recursive definitions with 
otherwise. 
(v) P cannot conkin any structural recursive schema involving recursion on a 
parameter sort SE pS. This would imply that we would have- to know the formal 
constructors of sort s and their respective types, an information which is not supplied 
with the parameter specification. 
TWO further comments are necessary: 
( 1) Every specification I3 = (spec ; 6) according to Definition 4.1 can be con- 
sidered as a parameterized specification D = ((a, @) ;(t/l,& v)) ; spec ; C). so it suffices 
to consider only parameterized specifications. 
(2) While in a non-parameterized specification every schema s E C has a unique 
semantics, this is not true for parameterized specifications except for the case p2 = % 
since s can involve a call of a parameter operation f E ~2. In this case the semjnrics 
of s is not defined. (We will come back to this.) 
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Next we want to define when and how a parameterized specification DO can be 
applied to another specification Dj and in what sense the acr$lal parameter D, must 
satisfy the parameter conditions. A parameter assignment from DO to D1 will assign 
a SX: of D1 to every parameter sort of DO and a defined operation of D, to every 
parameter operation of DO in such a way that the parameter equations of Do are 
satisfied. The semantics of the application of DO to D, using this parameter assign- 
ment will be some kind of union of DO and D1, with the parameter sort or operation 
in Dr, replaced by its image under the parameter assignment. So the application of 
D1, to D, will again be parameterized if III is parametcrized. 
With a view to this intended semantics, we will require in the following definition 
( 1 I that every sort which Do and III have in common has indeed the same structure 
in both specifications, and (2) that no parameter operation of DI coincides with a 
constructor of Do. 
Definition 8.4 (Parameter assignment). Let D, = (cp, ; pspeq ; spec, ; Q,). i E (I). 1) 
he parameterized specifications satisfying the following compatibility corzditions: 
(2) 2‘,, n p-i.-, = (?. 
Then a pair h = ( f. g) of mappings 
;Ictually, Definition K-5 goes one step farther than is permitted by Definition 5.5, 
wh~rc~ the cquiLalcncc of schtma terms is only defined for non-parameterized 
qhxlfica t ioni. It is therefore necessary to give a semantics to structural recursive 
~chcrnata in parameterized specifications. 
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Lemma and Definition 8.6. Let D = (cp; pspec; spec; 6) be a parameterized 
specification, A an (S, E)-decomposition algebra which satisfies E, and P a pspec- 
algebra. Then the disjoint union A 6 P can be understood as a (S, $5 u E)-algebra 
A 6 P with a well-founded decomposition of all sorts in S. (Here, some of the 
restrictions in Definition 8.3 are essential.) In A 6 P every schema s E 6 has a unique 
semantics which is called semantics of s in A nrodulo I? 
For the definition of validity of equations we again use initial algebras. 
Definition 8 .?. Let D = (cp ; pspec ; spec ; 0) be a specification, X, X, as in Defini- 
tion 5.5. Then ti = t2 for t,, f2 E 7’,,( X,.) is called valid if for all canonical term 
algebras C = 7bpeC and the initial algebra T in AIgpspec we have 
Note that Definition 5.5 is a special case of Definition 8.7 and that validity of 
equations can again be proved using structural induction and symbolic evaluation 
without having to consider all models of specifications. 
Now Y r: ar: ready to define the application of a parameterized specification using 
a parameter assignment. 
Definition 8.8. Under the premises of Definition 8.4, f induces a mapping f: S,,-+ 
SOUS, by 
f(s) := 
f(s) for s E pS,,. 
s otherwise. 
Define S,) by S,, := f( S,,). Define & by .F E E~lw..‘% F E s$*’ w)*J’s)‘. Then (S,, ‘_J SI, &,} 
is a signature. In the same way, g induces a homomorphism S from (C,, u 
p&)-schemata to (2,) u 6,)-schemata. Let EC, denote set of equations derived from 
E,, by replacing every FE &, by F as defined above. Then 
is a parameterized specification which is called the applicatiort of Do to D, clsing h 
(notation: 0~~0,). 
Renwrk 8.9. There is a minor technical difficulty if SKDL is used: to guarantee that 
g( e ,,) \._J f’, is well-defined, we must assume that schemata in 6;) and C$ do not have 
the same name unless they are syntactically equal. With the formal approach 
considering schemata as terms in 7’I)(sig) this problem, of course, does not exist. 
At this point, we want to comment on a slight generalization of parameter 
assignment and parameter semantics. If a specification has several parameters, we 
can think of situations where only some of them are actualized at a given time 
whereas others are left as parameters. Parameters assignments can thus be partial. 
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Definitions 8’ 4 and 8.8 can easily be modified to cover this more general situation. 
In any way i3;cause pS, c S,, a formal parameter sort p of Do can be handed over 
thioughout tho application of Do to D, by letting f(p) := p’ for some P’E pS,. 
Example &IO., Let set be the parameterized specification of Example 8.1, and let 
module natle = 
include boolean(boo1, true, false); 
sorts nat ; 
constructors nat = (0, suc(nat)) ; 
operations le(x, ji : nat) : boo1 = case x of 
0 : true ; 
suc( 2) : case y of 
0 : false ; 




The obvious parameter assignment from set to natle is given m the following SIZLX 
d&nition: 
module setofnat = apply set to natle by (data := nat ;default := 0; 
leq := le) 
end 
Her-e. it rcm:tins to show that le really satisfks the equations in the parametcl 
\pccific;U ion of hct. This is easily done using structural induction and symbolic 
evaluatiori. 
The definition of a parameter assignment actually forbids the application of a 
p:tr:amercrizcd specification to itself. Considering Example 8.2, it would therefore 
not bc possible to lift an operation f’ on data to an operation on lists of lists of data. 
Hut this problem can be solved by h;Gng two copies of the module ‘list’, where in 
ant of them A :\\orts, constructors ;d operations have been renamed. This can 
4~ be justified by practical rcascms~ if we have lists of lists of data together with 
li\t~ of data, then we must hc able tt) distinguish whether a given list is just a list 
of cfat:t or a list of lkt of dat:t. SKIM otkrs a renaming clause for use with paramkter- 
iA \pccification\. 
Exampie 8.11 (cf. Example 8.2) 
module listlist = 
para.meters [sorts ch t a ; 
operations f’(dfrta) : data] 
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apply list to list (dlist := list ; dempty := empty ; datom := atom ; 
dcons := cons ; dflist := flist) 
by (data := dlist ;f :== dflist) 
end 
This means that in the actual parameter specification ‘list’ the stated renamings 
11urC. LL L- *q be done before the parameter assignment can be defined. 
i\ccoiding to Definition 8.8, the above specification of listlist is exactly equivalent 
to 
module listlist = 
parameters [sorts data ; 
operations f(data) : data] ; 
sorts dlist, list ; 
constructors dlist = (dempty, datom(data), dcons(dlist, data)) ; 
list = (empty, atom( dlist), cons( list, dlist !) ; 
operations dflist( 1: dlist) : dlist = case 1 of 
dempty : dempty ; 
. datom(a):f(a); 
. dcons( II, n) : dcons(dflkt( II), f(a)> 
esac; 
end 
flist( I : list) : list = case I of 
empty : empty ; 
atom(n) : dflist( n) ; 
cons(l1, a):cons(flist(ll),dflist(a)) 
esac 
An important property of parameterized specifications is the presermtion of ac?rdaI 
parameters. 
Corollary 8.12. If’D, = ((44,v)) ;(!A, 8, S) ;specl ; 0,) and ifI2 is a parameter assignment 
from D,, to D,. th D,,“D, is a clean extension of D,. 
Proof. This follows directly from the compatibility conditions in Definition 8.4 and 
the restrictions in Definition 8.3. Note that the parameter conditions cannot lead 
to a collapse of the common part; this is due to the definition of validity for parameter 
conditions. II2 
We could not formulate this result for the general case of D, = 
(cp, ;pspec, ;spec, ; f&) because we have not defined a notion of extension for 
parameterized specifications. 
An obvious question in this context is whether the application of parameterized 
specifications is associative. Precisely formulated, this question is the following: 
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Given II, = (cp, ; pspec, ; spec, ; S,), i E (0, 1,2}, and parameter assignments 
II, : I~,,-+ D, and h, : D,jJilDI -+ D1, 
do t h<src exist parameter assignments 
{I>: D, + D, and hi : L&p D:‘iD, 
wch that 
fm ;I rcasonahle notion = of specification equivalence? 
Wc will develop sufficient conditions for this question to be answered positively 
rcith - denoting equality of specifications. 
‘I hc c!)mpatibility conditions for D,, and Dyd2 read: 
t?’ iz krrc~ thtit I>,!, D, and D2 are compatible, which means that 
(2.1) SC (.S,,,~..S~)I,(.S,~,S,) 3 ($,“vZ’,“)=$“and &uE~)=E~. 
42.2, &JL,)rJp&=C3. 
f urt)rcrnrc,rc. \v*c’ know that II,, and II, arc compatible. hence 
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This leads to the following result. 
Lemma 8.13. Let D; =(Cp, ;pSpeCi ;SpeGi ; O’i), i E (0, 1,2} and let 
h,:Do+Dl and hZ:D$D1+D2 
be parameter assignments. L,et shared sorts be paramerer-free and Do and D2 satisfy 
thz cendition 
Then hZ is a parameter assignment from D, to D-, and h, from D,, to 0:‘~ Dz and we have 
9. Examples 
In this section, WC will present some further examples of abstract t$oftware 
specificatinr,:, at the same time giving some hints on their practical use. 
As ; supplement to Example 4.8(b), we give a parameterized specifical ion of a 
FIF-(1 qufxe. 
Example 9.1 
module fifo = 
parameters [sorts item; 
exceptions error: item] ; 
sorts list ; 
constructors list = (empty, add(list, item)) ; 
exceptions list = (illegalqueue, underflow) ; 
variables g : list ; i : item ; 
equations add( q, error) = illegalqueue ; 
add(illegalqueue, i) = illegalqueue ;
add(underflow, i) = addtempty, i) ; 
operations newq : list = empty ; 
enq& : list ; i : item) = add( 4, i) ; 
front( 4 : list) : item = case 4 of 
add! I, i) : case 1 of 
empty : i ; 






deq(q : list) : list = case q of 
empty, underflow: underllow ; 
illegalqueue : illegalqueue ; 
add( I, i) : case I of 
empty : empty ; 





‘I’his 1s a parameterized specification which is complete w.r.t. exceptions. The 
wggc\ted methodology in writing this kind of specifications is clear: 
( I I Imagine the underlying data structure: design a set of operations generating 
all data elements konstructors)., 
I2 1 Specify exceptional situations. 
(3) Think of special properties of constructors and relationships between them. 
If thcrc ought to be some, specify them by equations. Specify the reaction of 
constructors to exceptional data. If necessary, go back to (2) adding new exceptions. 
(4) Specify the admissible operations using structural recursive schemata. If the 
nccct fctr IICH’ exceptions arises, go back to (2). Note that the defined operations 
;jrc ihc only things which a module exports (i.e., they can be used outside the 
modulct. So if \ome constructors are to be used from outside the :,pecification, they 
h;t\c to he added as trivial schen:*ata. 
Constructors arc thcreforc in general hidden operations which are not accessible 
from the out4c. Thi\ allows rc>,triction on constructor application in an easy and 
~!r;ri~htforward ~a*\‘. A\ ;m example, we present the specification of a bound4 6 
priority queue; nati; is her? a specmification similar to Example 8.10 with an additional 
clccption ‘undefined’ and a Uoclean-valued operation It (‘less than‘). 
l-_cer> entry is provided with a priority which (for example purposes) is supposed 
to bc a natural number. The operation front has to return the ‘first’ entry in the 
+MJC with a maximal priority. (There may be several items with an equally high 
l%cjr iry irr the queue. j Note that this requires the examination of the whole qrieue 
in ~&r to find this item. I We will comment on more eficient implementations 
,r:tcr the c.u;tmplc. I In the s;amc wav, deq has to delete this special item from a 
CjLJt’l!C.. L+‘c do thi\ by processing the queue twice: in a first pass, the index of the 
frrkt ~ntr) with maximal priority IS computed, in ;I second step. the item with this 
mcfc~ is rc*mc)\c=d. Again. this seems a very costly procedure. 
Example 9.2 
modalice priorityqueue = 
incftsde natlt(nat. 0. \LIC. undefined. t~1o1. tru;:. false. It) : 
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parameters [sorts item ; 
operations limit : nat ; 
exceptions error : item] ; 
sorts list ; 
constructors list = {empty, add(list, item, nat)) ; 
exceptions list = (illegalqueue, underflow, overflow) ; 
variables 4 : list ; i : item ; n : nat ; 
equations add(q, error, n) = illegalqueue ; 
add( 4, i, undefined) = illegalqueue ; 
add(underflow,i, n) = add(empty, i, n) ; 
add(overflow, i, n) = overflow ; 
operations newq : list = empty ; 
length(q : list) : nat = case 4 of 
empty : 0 ; 
add( I, i, prio) : suc(length( I)) ; 
otherwise undefined 
esac ; 
enq( q : list ; i : item ; prio : nat) : list 
= case lt(length(q), limit) of 
true : add( 4, i, prio) ; 
false : overflow; 
otherwise illegalqueue 
esac ; 
front(q : list) : item = let highest( I: list) : nat X item :-= 
case I of 
empty : (0, error) ; 
add(Zl, i/,p/): 
let lub( x : nat ; ix : item ; y : nai ; ij : CWI 1 
nal X item = 
case lt(.x, y) of 
true:(y, iy); 
false ; (x, ix) ; 
otherwise (undefmed, error 1 
esac 
in lub( pl, iC, highest( I1 )) J 
otherwise (undefined, error) 
in p2 (highest(g)); 
: + g?2 denotes the pro.iectinn on the second com:ponent *) 
&q( cl : Ilst) : list = let index( 1: list ; pas : nat) : flat X rlat =f 
case 1 of 
empty : (0, pos) ; 
add(ll,il,prl): 
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let lub( x, ix, y, iy : nat) : nat X nat = 
case lt(x, y) of 
true : ( y, iy) ; 
false : (x, ix) 
esac 
in lub( pl, suc(pos), 
index( 11, suc(pos)) J 
otherwise (undefined, undefined) 
esac 
in let remove(q : iist ; n : nat) : list = 
case q of 
empty : underflow ; 
add( 1. i, pr) : case n of 
0:q; 
suc( n 1) : adds remove( t, n I ), 







rcmove( q. p2i index(,q, (1) 1) 
Comments. This spacitication shows at the same time the advantages and disadvan- 
t+c\ of the constructive specification techniquti based on structural recursion. Let 
II\ ~onlmc‘nt c>n the rlistJdt:crntcrges first. Obviously, the definitions of front and deq 
;HC \urpriGngly compBex when compared with their definition in terms of natural 
I:tngu;~,~:c It ic, obvious that they can be much easier specified in a non-constructive 
!\‘l$, C.:’ *m. vusing predicate calculus. The reason for this is, of course, that we must 
‘altit on11 \pc’cify r~lzat front and deq do. but rather IWIV these operations cc9uld in 
principic be computed. The effort which goes into the constructive specification, 
hcj\tc-\cr. i\ pr;jbably lost because o f the striking ineticiency of this specification. 
An nry4cmcntat~trn should never exactlv follow the ‘algorithms of this specification 
V, 116 r-c’ nj;iin tk~u 4 ;it-c the following: 
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On the other hand, it is an advantage of the structural rec_rrrsive specification 
technique that it forces us to unambiguously describe the effect;of operations by a 
case analysis on the underlying data structure. This gives hop; to the conjecture 
that no special case has been left out unintentionally. Efficiency concerns should 
not be a guideline in writing specifications. In most cases, efficiency can be added 
later by using an alternative data representation. We should all be familiar with 
this kind of phenomena, see for instance the primitive recursive definition of addition 
of natural numbers by 
add( x, y : nat) : nat = case y of 
0:x; 
suc( z) : suc(add( x, z)) 
esac 
in Example 3.X. The evaluation of add( 1 , 3 000 OOOj according to this specification 
requires 3 million recursive calls of add whereas in ever-day arithmetic we ‘compute’ 
the result in a single step, because our personal addition algorithm is far more 
efficient, using at the same time special properties of arithmetic operations and a 
clever number representation. I presume that anybody who would write an exact 
:md comprehensive specification of his personal number addition algorithm including 
41 efhciencv tricks, special cases, ‘if’s and ‘but’s, would produce a document of 
sei’eral ,>ages length that would not help anybody else in adding numbers. On the 
other har d, the primitive recurs; v _ definition of add is easy to understand and 
anybody can immediately re;tlizc that its interpretation as an algorithm is correct 
( al though inethcien t). 
The advantage of a constructive, ;iIgorithmic specification is that i; allows r.rpid 
~~rc~~*~Gz,q in it st raightfor ward way: if we want at the earliest possible phase c?f 
c,ystem dcvelt,pment have riome rudimentary version of the system running (e.g._ in 
~,rcier to st‘C if ls2’c havoc re;rlly spccitied what we wanted), then it is e;isy to tralIhl:liC 
this kind of specifications into any one imperative programming language. In fact, 
this can evcii bc done automatically by some kind ctf ‘.~i~~?~.ifil,nfiorz rwn@er’. t )ur 
IWAS s>lstem [3 1 , 551 translates for instance SRIX. specifications into I’ASCX ,. The 
performance even of the irl\;%cient translated S;KDI_ specifications is not TV) bad 
compared with the perforr::ance of interpreters for sets of equations trying to 
~i~tcrministicall~r simulate nondetcrministic comtNitations in svstems of equation-. 
i+‘c refuse to c;lll thi\ specification compilation a11 ‘automatic implementati~~n’ since 
DC fe~xl th:lt therc is more in implementation thorn just simulating the specification. 
lrr f:tct, thicl ~oulci t&n the borderline between specifying and prc~grnmming. i+ hich 
i5 ditlicult enough to dr:lw *invway. 
10. Related work 
t An early predecessor of algebraic specific:ition technicluc:, is I3urst:lll and Landin’s 
1 paper [ 1 11. Starting with the observation that many functions in computer applica- 
t 
i 
tlm~ cm bc dc\cribcd by exterding a mapping on ‘primitive objects’ to a mapping 
6 .. 
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on ‘data structures’ they propose to consider data structures as algebras and programs 
as homomorphisms. The unique extension lem,ma (Lemma 1.1) is the key to a finite 
JeFcriiption of programs as homomorphisms provided that the underlying algebra 
is finitely generated (cf. the remarks on ‘lifted operations’ in Example 8.2). It is 
clear that not every data structure corresponds to a free algebra, so there may be 
mappings on generating sets which cannot be extended to homomorphisms. Burstall 
and Landin define algorithmically a partial functional Extend which computes the 
homomorphic extension if it exists. For this1 process, well-founded decompositions 
arc introduced, which were the main motiv;;dtion for the present work. 
Later on, the concepts of information hiding or data abstraction wet-e proposed 
a4 a basis of specification techniques. According to Liskov and Zilles [45], “an 
crl’~ruc~ Acfu type defines a class of abstract objects which is completely characterized 
13~ the [Jperations available on those object!\. This means that an abstract data type 
c;m t-tc defined by defining the characterizing operations for that type”. 
At thih point, \ome fundamental questions arise, e.g.: 
t I ) What is an ubstract datu type mathematically? What is a data type? 
( 21 Whdt is a specification for an abstract data types? 
4 3) How to define the semantics of a specification, i.e., the abstract data type 
spccificd by it? 
(4) What should be considered as an implementation of an abstract data type or 
($f :I yxxifica t ion? 
I 5 I When is a specification correct? (and wiih respect to what?) 
I hi\ means that we must define the objects and arrow*:; in the (informal) diagram 
+ Abstract Data Types 
( 1 j-(d), some further 
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between terms over a signature with variables for the specification of operatitsns. 
Apart from this, the approaches are quite different. Guttag and Zilles assume that 
a data type specification is based on some primitive data types which come from 
outside the specification and cannot be changed by it. In [28] there are also some 
kind of ‘don’t care”s in the specifications but they are.rather interpreted as pmameters 
which besides can be changed by the specifications (see the stack example, e.g.). 
The ADJ group, having just accomplished some research on initial algebra 
semantics [27], defined a data type to be an algebra, an abstract data type the initial 
algebra in some class of algebras, a specification an equational specification sp\ec = 
(S,& E), and the semantics of spec to be the initial algebra Tspec in the algebraic 
variety A/gspec. The implementation and correctness concepts in this first paper are 
very primitille: an algebra A is an implementation of spec or TSPeC if! it is isomorphic 
to Lpec; spec is correct w.r.t. an algebra B ifi B is isomorphic to TsPec. 
It turned out quickly that this implementation concept was unsatisfactory and 
that the simple-minded treatment of exceptions (‘errors’) in this paper was not 
correct. [29] introduced a better (but still insufficient) implementation concept and 
proposed to treat exceptions using so-called ‘conditional error axioms’. These are 
not truly conditional axioms but use a special conditional which is itself a defined 
oper’;clon and which distinguishes ‘error terms’ and ‘OK terms’. The application of 
this te: hnique leads to an un’utdrable amount of equations for definition of an 
OK-predicate and for describing error propagatioln and OK propagation. Error 
recovery is not possible; this also applies to [23] where the (from the intuitive point 
of view) redundant equations of [29] have been avoided by the introduction of 
‘error algebras’. A satisfactory treatment of e :ceptions allowing error recovery wa:* 
presented in [24]. 
Since the present paper does not deal with implementations, we do not ‘!‘urther 
comment on this but simply refer to [ 171 where an appropriate extension to the 
ADJ framework has been discussed. 
A very important concept which was introduced by [29] is the car~nnicnl f4rr!z 
algebra. We have pointed out in this paper the similarities between canonical term 
algebras and decomposition algebras. At this point, we want to comment on the 
different motivation for the introduction of either kind of algebras: decomposition 
algebras were introduced in order to explicitly define recursive operations in a&- 
bras Canonical term algebras were introduced as a tool for doing inductive proofs 
in ab.jtract data types. It will be noted that usually the termc in a canonicr!tl term 
algebra C isomorphic to Tspec for spec = (sig, E) will not contzn all of the operation 
Aymbois in sig. Those operation symbols appearing in C coul f be called cotisfr~t~.~ 
just in the sense of the sig-d-algebra because they generate the whole algebra C 
(or Tspec). Unf or unately, there will be different canonical term algebras isomorphic t 
to Lpec v;ith different constructors, so we cannot speak of ‘the’ constructors of 
spec. Constructors are a secondary concept in this approach whereas they art :L 
primary one in +he decor-nposition algebra approach. Canonical term algebras ha*Jc 
been frecluently used and investigated in the literature, sometimes withoT!t explicit 
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appearance and sometimes with hints on the usefulness 
priori. We will only refer the reader to [ 13, 33, 53, 54, 
reference to their original 
of selecting constructors a 
57, 58, 611. 
, 
I 
Concerning the power of the equational specification technique Majster [49] first 
claimed that an obviously simple data type could not be finitely specified using 
equations. This topic was further elaborated in [SO]. In fact this argument is valid 
as long as we rule out so-called ‘hidden functions’, i.e., functions which belong to 
the signature (and hence to the algebra) but are not meant to belong to the data 
type being specified. This is, of course, in conflict to the informal equation ‘data 
type = algebra’ mentioned above. Furthermore, one may argue that extensive use 
of hidden functions tends to handicap the understandability of specifications [5 11. 
With a limited use of hidden functions every computable data type can be finitely 
q’ccified 131. Frequently misquoted in this context (e.g., in [?l]J is the definition 
at’ computable functions by Giidel and Herbrand using equations: whiIe it ib 
true that theq’ employ the same syntax (i.e., equations), their semantics is very 
dit’ferrnt frum t!,e semantics of equations in the algebraic specification literature: 
thcrc is ;i specific deduction system associated with the equations, so the semantics 
k rather operational as opposed to factorizing by a congruence relation generated 
by the equations. Nevertheless, the Giidel-Herbrand result is frequently used in 
;rryuing that equations plus hidden functions can specify any computable operation. 
I’hc \orncwh;tt unsafe feeling concerning the unlimited USL’ of hidden f,mctions still 
rcmain5. 
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plays no role for our approach since here the defined operations do not belong to 
the signature and hence generate no junk. 
Constructive approaches to abstract algebraic software specification have also 
been presented by Loeckx [46,47], Mayr et al. [51] and Nourani [53]. (Here, we 
do not take into account some approaches where abstract objects are modelled in 
a fixed discipline, e.g., some kind of graphs.) 
It was mentioned already in Section 2 that recursive definitions of operations are 
straightforward in term algebras but that unfortunately not all data structures 
correspond to a term algebra. If D is a data algebra of signature sig and h the 
unique homomorphism h : Tsig + D then it will frequently be the case that h(t,) = 
h (tz) for tl # t2. Our approach has been to pass from Tsi, to Tspec and to investigate 
methods for recursive definitions in algebras other than the term algebra. In contrast 
to this. Lo~hx uses recursive definitions on the term algebra T,i,. Every specification 
contains a so-called acceptor function defined recursively on the structure of Tsig 
and giving Boolean results. If we deiine N c ,T,i, as the set of terms for which the 
acceptor function yields true, then \I(?,) = hf t2) for tl, t2 E N implies tl = f2 (in fact, 
the elements of N can be considered as some kind of normal forms:. Since the 
question whether two terms denote the same data element is frequent]: important 
for the recursive specification of defined operations, every specificatit n contains 
also at-e quality predicate *rhich--like the acceptor function-is defined recursively 
on the structure of T,i,. This is sort 01 doing the same work twice. 
The ‘operational replacement schemes’ of [51] have great similarities to the 
structural recursive schemata presented here although Mayr and his colleagues eem 
to be hampered by the restriction that there can only be a single constructor 
(‘Generator‘) for every sort. This frequently requires coding of several constructors 
irlto a single generator, which gives a somewhat artificial appearance to their 
specifications. In fact, some of them look rather like implementations than abstract 
specifications. Nourani [S3] gives sufficient conditions for safe extensions of 
equational specifications. The key concept for this is the notion of constructor 
signature for canonical term algebras and the so-called extension by constructors 
which requires a non-ambiguous case distinction on constructor terms in order to 
define a new operation. However, our Example 4.2 might be a warning that the 
simulation of recursive definitions by sets of equations does not always have the 
cspected semantics. 
There is nothing in the literature to which o& ideas on parameterizations could 
be compared. since all of the other publications study equational specifications. We 
briefly mention the work of Ehrich [ 15 1, Ganzinger [22], Hornuag ,nd Raulefs [32] 
itnd the ADJ group [ 19, 601. 
Concerning our structural recursive definition language SFWL and the INCAS system 
[U, 551 which ‘implements’ it, we want to mention some alternative systems. First, 
there is Goguen‘s OBJ system [26] which has been successfully used in evaluating 
equational specifications. Term rewriting systems based on equational specifications 
have also been implemented in Berlin [@I, Bonn [20] and Dortmund [56]. The 
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specification language CLEAR [lo] by Burstall and Goguen involves concepts which 
are some orders of magnitude higher than those presented here; but this is only a 
first step towards the even more ambitious CAT project [25]. The AFFIRM system 
[52] should also be mentioned here, as well as the DAISTS system [2 l] where concrete 
models of abstract data types are matched against ab$rract equational specifications. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge that the design goals Df the experimental applicative 
language HOPE [12] have confirmed and influenced our decisions in the choice of 
language constructs for sRDi_. 
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